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CEO Speech

Mr. Frank Freese
CEO & Hon. Secretary

ime flies and the year
20L4 heralds our 150

years of dedicated service
to the Nation in the noble
field of Education. It has
been a long and laborious
journey but needless
to say, a very gratiffing
one indeed. From just 15

students with 1 School
master in 1864 at The
Bishop's School Camp to
about 12000 students and
500 staff at our 3 schools
and Junior College, we
have come a long way!

Our Undri School,
established in 2006
and being the youngest
of our Institutionsi
has grown by leaps
and bounds and has
greatly contributed to

our Schools gaining
recognition as one of the
Premier Schools in the
'Oxford of the East.'

Appropriately
coinciding with our
Sesquicentennial, to
meet the requirements
of our ever-expanding
numbers, we are
extending our facilities,
with the construction
of Building B-4 having
commenced on 30th
October 2013. Along with
the currently available
state-of-aft amen ities,
we will be providing
additional classrooms
as well as Undri's very
own and long-awaited
Auditoriums.....TWO of
them!



I would like to convey
my warm appreciation
to Mr Henry Soggee,
Headmaster and Mrs

Melissa Fernandes,
Superuisor and to all our
dedicated teaching, office
and suppott staff who
give off their best dailY to
keep our flag flying high.

I also express
my gratitude to the
Governing Body for
granting me permission

to build The Bishop's Co-

Ed School, Undri which
today has the largest
number of students i.e.

4400+ amongst our 3
Schools.

My prayers and warm
wishes are with the

Head master, Su pervisor,

all the teachers, students
and the parent body,

for our continued
evolvement as an

Institution par excellence!

The School is made
up of administrators,
teachers, parents,
students, buildings,
playgrounds etc. And
if the presence of God

is not with us, then we
would not be a School

and I thank the Lord for
his continuous blessing
on our Institutions.

PLAY UP BISHOP'S!

NEVER LET OUR

COLOURS FALL!



Headmaster's Report

Mr. Henry Soggy
Headmaster

Aristotle said'All who have meditated on the
aft of governing mankind have been convinced
that the fate of empires depends upon the
education of its youth."

We are another year older and with age one
matures in quality and wisdom like all things that
experience the buffets of time and circumstance.
Undri has used the aging process to mellow
into an institution that is growing in stature and
influence. That influence, I hope, is towards
shaping our youth who will build the empires of
tomorrow. Believe me, we need young minds that
are fonrrard thinking and with wider perspectives
if this country is to shrug off the distrust, apathy
and callousness towards our fellow countryman;
and stride towards a dawn of infinite possibilities

I feel a growing sense of pride that we at Undri
are playing no small part in this grand design
for the future. There are daunting tasks ahead
and so we train our ambassadors to develop the
skills that will carry them into the minefield of
the world's dangers and yet come out unscathed,
holding aloft the Bishop's school colours for all
to see. How do we do this? You may well ask.
Through a system in education that builds around
them a shield of good human qualities which can
shrug off the darts of society's many shortfalls,

petty selfishnesses, and prochialism that is
beginning to engulf us in needless petty issues
that hold back the vibrancy of our potential and
the thrust it needs if we are to compete with the
frontline economies of the world at large.

The combined expeftise, experience &
dedication of the staff body strives day in & day
out to build within our children the resilience that
defies adversity.

This academic year ended with The Bishop's
education society leading from the forefront
and defending ourselves from unnecessary
infringement of our constitutional rights by the
powers that be, and as I speak we, with every
like minded parent and citizen, are in the midst
of a legal battle, that'god willing'will vindicate
our position to impart quality education without
having our children face a future of uncertainty or
giving parents & guardians sleepless nights over
confirmed admissions that are fairly & rightfully
theirs.

The student strength has increased to 4137 to
date with classes swelling to 86 sections; with a
staff body of L57 teachers. Though our numbers
have grown, so has the awareness of our
responsibilities in catering to their needs and this
is achieved through a calendar of programmes
and events that tests the spirit of intrepidness and
adventure of the young.

Games & Co-curricular Activities

To invest in our children a sense of team-
spirit, camaraderie, loyalty and determination our
games programme has continued to develop the
necessary disciplines through careful planning and
supervision under the able bodied PTI's whose
games programme is a hectic one & our house &
subject teachers - our children have participated
in various forums and competitions held within
and outside the school campus.

This year there was an added dimension to
the Athletic calendar with the initiative taken by
Our CEO and Hon. Sect. Mr. Frank Freese with
the heads of the Maharashtra ICSE schools, when
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three delightful days of State in a festival of
enjoyment with the singular aim of letting young
people learn that there is more to competition
than just an individual trophy - it is the breaking
down of walls to develop a wider understanding
amongst students from diverse backgrounds,

This is what we need in our country today. This
event was a resounding success in every sense
of the word, Boxing, table-tennis, badminton,
volleyball, throwball, basketball and tennis have
now become part of our wide array of sports
activities at Undri and we hope to add to it in
future. In this regard I must thank all those who
have been so suppoftive amongst parents for
encouraging your children to extend their skills
by participating in competitions organised beyond
our confines -

This impetus will go a long way in building self
confidence and the ability to compete in the wider
arena of the country, This is the way champions
are made.

To encourage the outdoors spirit in our
children we have managed to keep our Scouts
& Guides busy during the year and also send
them out on camping trips- they have been to
Mahabaleshwar and Pirangut on overnight camps,
and to Sinhgad Foft and Purandar Fort on day
trips. I must record here my appreciation to the
scouting staff for managing to handle such a large
body of young people who we involved in the
Scouts & Guides.

For a long time it has been the wish of parents
to have us take their children out on a picnic- I
am happy to repoft that their wish has been
granted and even though the numbers were large
all our children from classes I- X have been sent
on wonderful excursions & picnics to'Sanskruti'&
'The Hidden Oasis'they would have narrated their
experiences to you already-

We are only apologetic that they had a limited
time at each of these resorts as time was of
essence and short. Sixty classes went on these
picnics- which is no mean achievement despite

the crowded schedule we try to adhere to in our
academic calendar; in this regard I wish to extend
my thanks to the private transporters & teachers
without whose cooperation this would have been
a most difficult undertaking.

Our more adventurous children had a
worthwhile experience at'Parasailing' and did
have a very exhilarating day at the Lohegaon
airpoft road, where Kaushik Aero Spofts sent
them sailing aloft to feel the thrill of being
airborne,

Our National Days have been celebrated
fittingly, with solemnity and respect -

Independence Day, Republic Day, Marathi Diwas
& Hindi Diwas were very special occasions for our
school with excellent costuming, tasteful d6cor
and a sense of deep patriotism for all that makes
India such a culturally & historically rich land; it
is always such a welcome sight to see so many
parents share these Celebrations with us at Undri.

In keeping a fine balance between the
physical, cerebral and Artistic, we at the Bishop's
Co-Ed Undri have utilised time wisely to include
a celebration for the creative scientific mind by
introducing robotics that has caught on in a big
way and is conducted by the Computer Dept. As
well as commemorating Science Day that gave our
children an opportunity not only to visit the outdoor
science exhibition organised by IUCCA but also
to display their skills in exhibiting their scientific
innovations to their school-mates.

To misquote Mark Antony "Our ears were
lent to sweeter voices than rebellion" when our
inter-house singers delighted an audience who
witnessed their skills in the'annual "Inter- house
Competition"- Elocution & debate have always
been the stafting point of many a great orator or
performer - at Undri our children have excelled in
debate, extempore speech & elocution, where their
first nervous steps onto a wider stage were taken.
The Patwardhan Debate was one such competition,
For this I would like to say a big thank you to our
language depaftments for the tremendous work
done in a very demanding calendar of events.
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The Olympiads have been a regular feature
and the tests our children do prepares them
for competitive examinations they may face in
future Saransh Sinha was ranked 11th in the
international English Olympiad this year.

His English skills found expression in his

outstanding peformance as the principal actor
in the Annual Conceft "Hans Christian Andersen"
staged by Bishop's Undri- an occasion to show off
the skills of singing, dancing & histrionics of our
very talented youth- with a cast of between

250 - 300 they certainly had the oppoftunity,
much to the delight of their parents and teachers

Time makes its presence felt even though one
hopes it can stand still- this usually occurs when

our ICSE students bid us farewell. This year they
were likened to voyagers and so they are- at a
very moving and solemn evening of goodbyes

they launched themselves to look beyond our
portals to the promise lying over the vast seas of
oppoftunity welcoming optimistic youth to change
the darkness to light, to treasure and preserve an

earth which has been sorely used and abused.
We wish them well, and may they be the kind of
ambassadors who will not only do us proud, but
who willjoin the ever expanding body of hope
for tomorrow. Their inner strengths were on

show when they visited the outreach school for
the deaf & dumb as part of their SUPW to meet
with children their age and learn much from that
experience. Their interaction with the visiting
delegation of Korean students also helped them
widen their horizons.

In keeping up with a hectic schedule and a
changing world one needs to hone skills that over
years may waver a bit - our staff have attended
workshops & seminars to keep them abreast of
many innovative developments in the world of
education. They attended the Trinity College
Workshop in Spoken English; the Cell Meeting for
ICSE Hindi Teachers & workshop organised by

Black Swan,

Much of what I have been reporting is readily

available on our website and this will reveal the
extent of our commitment to providing your

children with the kind of atmosphere that is
conducive to liberal thinking and wider vision. In

entrusting them to us I would like to emphasise
here our heartfelt appreciation to all the parents &
guardians who have been so supportive of all that
we do here at the Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri.

On behalf of the Bishop's Education Society, Our
CEO & Hon. Secretary Mr. Frank Freese, and the

staff in whose care you leave your children I say

an expansive'thank you'for the trust you put in
our institution to mold your child into an individual
you will be proud of. Our 100% ICSE results bear

out that trust - today we are honouring those
very students who will be the standard bearers

outside

Out of 73 candidates 13 were 90Yoers, 36

between 80o/o & 90%; 18 between 70o/o &80o/o;

and we shall strive to increase this number in

the year ahead, Running an institution is no easy

task; it becomes relatively easy when one has a

team of like-minded people, whose sole purpose

is to achieve goals and to do them with aplomb'
I owe very special thanks to a multitude of well

wishers among the parents and children' To

our CEO & Hon. Secretary Mr. Frank Freese, a

very special word of appreciation for his strong
support during shaky times, and his unswerving
commitment to The Bishop's Co-Ed school,
Undri, To the Bishop's Education Society for the
source of strength it lends to each enterprise.
To the hard working, Yet enthusiastic teachers,
without you the road would be very wayward and

directionless indeed- thank you for being what
you are - shapers of the future.

The "mother school" will be celebrating
her 150th bifthday with the approaching
sesquicentennial- and with this kind of Experience

in educating children to draw from we look toward

a dawn when the no one will lack a good schooling;

and the purpose of the educator will be fulfilled'



Supervisor's Report

Ms. Melissa Fernandes
Supervisor

A Toddler's First Steps to Acceptance

'It is the human touch in this world that
counts, the touch of your hand in mine'.

Leave not the little one's hand as it steps

out of the mother's heart, her lap, her love, the

security, the comfoft that cocoons its innocence,

its helplessness, its sense of wonder and its very

breath within the bastion of its home.

It is indeed a traumatic experience for the

little ones as they face a sea change when

they confront so many unfamiliar faces and

situations in an absolutely new environment with

so many like them around. They feel uprooted

emotionally and physically from their native soil

only to be transplanted in an alien garden. If
they have to live and grow into healthy, happy,

settled souls then what is necessary is proper

nufturing with warmth of love, care and showers

of patience that will be enriched by a teacher's

selfless concern.

Ours is not an easy task. It is a mammoth

moral responsibility to accept another's child as

our own and help it to adjust to the transition

happily with a sense of security, belongingness

and growing independence. Love and laughter,

dance and dreams, music and mirth, colour and

caresses are what their world is made of. It is a

garden of kindness they will enter- a home away

from home.

The second stage of weaning begins in the

Junior school where they become self reliant

and conscious of the realities around them'

They are taught to tread carefully, wisely and

independently, knowing that whenever they

fall there are many hands to help them to their

feet again. They are the malleable clay and the

teachers are the shapers that mould them into

beautiful and meaningful beings.

First impressions are always the best and

most endearing and lasting. Therefore it is
the initial lessons in values like kindness and

peaceful co-existence that will make them not

only human but humane, and make the world a

better place to live in.

"If a child lives with security, he learns to

have faith
If a child lives with fairness, he learns justice

If a child lives with tolerance, he learns to be

patient
If a child lives with acceptance and

friendship, he learns to find love in the world'"
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Founder's Day

Th. Bishop's Co-Ed School,
I Undri celebrated it's

Founder's Day on Saturday
9th February 2013. This day
is celebrated to mark the
achievements of our past,

and to revitalize ourselves for
greater heights and excellence
for the future. A day to
honour the founding PrinciPal

& CEO, and the other
Administrative Heads of our
institution for their unstinting
dedication and commitment in

the field of education.
The celebration

commenced with a
'Than ksg ivi ng Service'
attended by our CEO Mr Frank

Freese, the Governing Body

members, Heads of our sister
schools, visitors, parents, staff
and students of The BishoP's

Co-Ed School, Undri.

In was indeed a moment
of pride to watch our flag
bearers march smartly,
holding the School and House

flags with sheer pride. The
prayer service was conducted
by Rev. Sumesh Jacob who
commenced the service with
readings from the Holy Bible,

interspersed with melodious
hymns sung by the school and

staff choirs, A very meaningful
message indeed, was carried
by Rev, Jacob who shared
with us the significance of
Psalm 23.

It was also a day when
the Bishop's family fulfills its
responsibility towards the
underprivileged and needy

members of our society,
The said responsibility is

fulfi lled by experiencing
the'Joy of Giving'. At the
end of the solemn service a
number of items in the form
of groceries and toiletries
etc were donated to various
orphanages and Homes for
the Aged.

The morning ended with
friendly matches between
staff and students. A basket



Founder's Day
match and finally a throw-ball
match. All these proved to be
close and exciting contests.

One cannot forget the
highlight of the day's programme
- The much awaited Xrabian
Night"- an evening of eye-
catching d6cor, enthralling
music, vibrant colours, all of
which reflected the theme of
"The Arabian Night". The invitees
and staff members were suitably
dressed in Arabic costumes,
making it viftually impossible
to recognize one staff member
from the other!!

To top up the excitement,
the staff performed the'Tamarin
dance' which was thoroughly
enjoyed by all present. It not
only got a standing ovation but
an Encore as well. A number
of games like'Dressing up the
Princess",'Sailing the Chimera
and Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves' were thorough ly
enjoyed by all. The journey
to Bayt-Al Sheer was very
exhausting but surely well worth
it with the hookah, the dancers
and of course the sharbat which
livened up the spirits of all
present.

The evening was a
stupendous success with dance
and music, It culminated at the
oasis with a sumptuous Mughlai
Dinner!!! An evening which will
be remembered by all for years
to come.

Michelle Freese
Asst. Teacher

Xi
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O'Connor House RePort

"The true voyage of life lies not in seeking but in
doing."

OConnor House has left no stone unturned in
giving their all for every activity in the school and has

always blazed away leaving an indelible path to follow.

The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri provides a

plethora of activities, both curricular and co- curricular
which contribute to the overwhelmingly rich learning

environment. Our house lives to serve the motto,
'tEvery Child, Every Chance, Every Day" which it
continually and unconditionally does year after
year, until its purpose of awakening the talent and

intelligence of all the children, and enrich it at every

opportunity, is achieved.
The academic year of 20L2-20L3 was one full of

many ups and few downs for our house, one filled

with many moments of joy and a few moments of
sorrow.

The year started off with the Inter- House Football

Tournament and we were proud to see our under -14

boys score their way to victory and ranked lst. Our

under - 16 boys too, played with skill and vigor and

secured the second Place.
In the Inter- House Table Tennis Tournament we

again proved our mettle by coming 1st in the under-

16 category. Congratulations to the team! In the under

-14 category both our boys and girls made us proud

by securing the 2nd place.

Our house showed its intellect when both our boys

and girls won the 2nd position in an extremely hard -
fought battle in the Inter - House Chess Tournament.

To wrap up Term I, our house ranked a close

2nd in vigorously contested Inter- House Elocution

Competition.
Entering Term II, our house stafted to train and

work hard for our annual sports day and athletic meet.
'Ready... Get Set.. Go!'Our house triumphantly

raced its path to victory by beating all other houses

and thus, achieved a prized feat. A notewofthy
mention to Sanika Date and Rohan Shrishrimal, they
made our house proud by winning the best athlete

award in their respective categories.
However, our achievements are barely done yet.

We again prevailed upon by winning the Inter- House

Extempore Speech Competition and, in the process,

proved how quick- thinking and spontaneous our
speakers are. Congratulations to Darlene Mascarenhas

for being the Best Speaker- Girl and Saransh Sinha for
being the Best'Overall SPeaker''

Our girls made us proud yet again by securing the
lst position in Throw-ball and under-16 Basketball,

and the 2nd position in Volleyball'
In the much beloved game of Cricket, our under-12

boys were placed 2nd and our under- 14 boys ranked

3rd.
In the Inter- House Debate Tournament, our house

stormed their way into a most nail-biting encounter,
the finals, and fared 2nd by a whisker.

We finished this eventful academic year by finishing
2nd for the Cock House TroPhY.

For a wondeful year, I would like to express my
gratitude to all the Heads, Co-ordinators, Staff and

most importantly, the Students of OConnor House for
their zeal, support and co-ordination throughout the
year. This year provided only a glimpse of what our
house is capable of. We stride into our future proudly

holding our motto "Every Child, Every Chance, Every

Day."



Wintle House Report
i.i;

There are no failures, just experiences to them.
-Tom Krause

Another year full of sports, co-curricular activities
and excellent academics where Wintle House once
again achieved great glory making a successful
headway in all that the House endeavored through.

To start the sporting calendar, Wintle House stood
an overall first in basketball and in badminton, table
tennis and throwball our boys and girls displayed
excellent spoting skills and techniques to find the
second spot in the points tally.

The Inter House Singing Competition which has
always been a much awaited event in our school's
planner that gives the children an opportunity to
exhibit their talents in the aft of music, where
melodious voices echo and take a shine. This year in
the above mentioned event brought about a sense
of team work , confidence and showmanship in our
children though unfoftunately the trophy slipped
out of our hands as we stood second in this event.
However, our outstanding trio group consisting of
Monica Kawade, Jessica D'cruz and Kareena Koilpillia
stood first in the solo/duet/trio category. A special

thanks to the music department whose encouraging
efforts paid off in the end.

Elocution has always been our strength where
the children exhibit their skills of public speaking and
in this event we very comfoftably bagged the first
position. Alfiya Shaikh and Vaidehi Patel were awarded
the best elocutionists in the senior and junior category
respectively. Sairaj Patel was awarded the best
elocutionist in the Hindi Elocution Competition.

A special mention of Monica Kawade who was
awarded the best all rounder and Dashen Nsowah as
the best sportsman for the academic year 20t2-20L3.

This year has indeed proved to be a successful one
for us under the leadership of Samuel Ralte (House
Captain) ,Simran Saggu (Vice House Captain) and the
wise guidance and encouragement of all the house
teachers whose constant support was a boost that
built our confidence in all that we undertook.

We will always aim to strive for higher and better
results in the years to come in the true spirit of
sportsmanship, enthusiasm and participation cause we
firmly believe that the success of our House does not
lie in the cooperation of a few students or staff but
from every single member of the Wintle House.

Play up Wintle! Keep in mind our motto " The Best
Is Yet To Be. "

House Master
Mr. Animesh Maity
House Mistress
Mrs. Michelle Freese



Rae House Report

"If I can see it, then I can do it,

If I just believe it, there's nothing to it,"
-R KELLYTI believe I can fly'

The members of Rae House took the opportunities

with enthusiasm; faced the challenges with hard

work; rejoiced at the achievements and learnt from

their failures.

The captain of Rae House was Pushkar Uke and

vice captain was Diana Barreto.

The games season for the year 2012-2013 stafted

with football and everyone tried hard and they did it
by putting in their best, but that did not turn out to be

quite rewarding for Rae house.

The other sports events for the year were the Table

Tennis Tournament Rae House stood third.In the Inter

House Cricket Tournament, Rae House did well and

missed winning the cricket championship. We were

the runners up.

In the Inter House Badminton Tournament Rae

House emerged the champions once again. In the

Inter House Boxing Championship all the houses gave

their best and displayed all their skills, but it was

Rae house that stood as champions at the end of the

Tournament.In the Throwball competition Rae House

stood 3rd

Rae House in the Athletics had done well as Rae

House was the runners up in the Tug-Of-War for
boys.At the end of the Athletic meet Rae House was

placed third. The best Athletes among the boys were

Tejas Page and Pushkar Uke and the best Athletes

among girls for Rae House were Shrutika Abnave and

Saiyukta Nimbalkar.

For the year 20L2-2013, after all the house events

being held Rae house stood foufth, but there was a

good house spirit shown by many of the students.

In conclusion I would like to take this oppoftunity

to thank our Heads, Co-ordinators and all the Staff

members of Rae House for their constant suppoft and

co-operation that they have rendered towards the

House.

Try again, never stop believing

stumble and fall is the heaft of it all

When you falljust try again.....

House Master

Mr. W David



Young House Report

Compared to last year Young House had to face
A little less struggle in the academic year ,2012-
13.We digested our earlier failures and used them
as the stepping stones towards a hopeful success.

Opportunities and challenges are the essence of life.
We welcomed the opportunities most eagerly and

faced the challenges with courage and a hope of a
fruitful year-end. This year there were many joyful

moments which delighted and caused us to cheer.
Each teacher and many students of our House gave

their best in their own way and ability.

The football tournament was excellently contested
and the results were fruitful. We secured the first
position. In Table tennis our House students worked
hard and stood second. In the games such as Throw-
Ball, Boxing and Basketball the things were not very
encouraging. Also we had a hard time in the overall
athletics. Despite these drawbacks and hard times
a bright light shone for our House in the areas of
Volleyball and Cricket. In these three games, we
secured an overall first place.

As the March-Past was very pleasing and

impressive we received the First Place. We stood
first in the Tug-of-war too. I would like to thank all

the spotsmen of our House and congratulate all the
winners who kept our hopes high and alive.

We secured the first place in the Inter-House Quiz
Competition for the Middle School.

The most awaited event of the year, the Inter-
House Singing Competition was quite exciting as every
year. In the Senior Group Song and Trio we stood first.
Overall we secured the first place for the Inter-House
Singing Competition thanks to the Young House choir.

Towards the end of the year the Hindi Elocution

Competition was held. For overall competition we
secured first place, thanks to our Young House

participants.

At the end of the year, we stood First in

maintaining discipline and won the Trophy for
Discipline.

Finally, I would like to thank all the Young House

staff members who helped directly and indirectly and

always acted as a strong support behind the scenes.

We also thank all the Heads, Co-ordinators, teachers
and all participants involved in various activities for
their co-operation and suppoft throughout the year.
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Krupa Dhavale
2D Hindi Elocution

Shreya Pillai
3E Hindi Elocution

Best Sports boy - Sub Junior -
Afraaz Khan

Best Sports girl - Sub Junior -
Nandana Sailesh

Endeavour against insurmountable odds -
Muftaza Sufti

Hamza Tamboowala
2H Quiz
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Junior Prize Day

The Dhruv Sanklecha Shining Star Trophy
Ruthakshi Agarwal

The Trophy for Gentlemanly Qualities
Jashan Malkani

The Trophy for Ladylike Qualities
Kriti Cheyyur

Suprita Dharankar
14 Hindi Elocution

Yash Hodlur
3G Quiz



Senior Pri ze Day Sipecial prizes

Best All-round Peformance &
Best Basketball Player - Monica Kawade

Best All-round Spotts Girl of the Year
Girls (Sr) - Shreya Singhal

Best All-round Sportsman of the Year
Boys Jr - Nathan Mascarenhas.

Best All-round Spoftsman of the Year
Boys (Sr) - Dashen Nsowah

Special prizes/Cock House Trophy
- Young House

Best All-round Sports Girl of the Year Girls - Jr -



Senior Pri ze Day Special prizes

Endeavour Against Insurmountable Odds Girl -

Nicola Mascarenhas

The Best Actor
- Saransh Sinha

The Best Debater
- Dhruv Vaghani

Inter House DisciPline TroPhY
- Young House

The Best Debater
- Akanksha Ghosh

Special prizes/Endeavour Agai nst Insurmountable
Odds BoY - Nihaal Raheja

2I



Senior Pri ze Day S,pecial prizes

The Best Supporting Actor & All Round
Performance - Anantha Hegde

The Freese Trophy Boy
- Sairaj Patil

Topper of the ICSE 2012
-Manish Chugani

The Freese Trophy Girl
- Ishita Sharma

Akshat Pandya
Hindi & Social Studies

The Trophy for Gentlemanly Qualities
- Alessandro Del Vecchio
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Senior Pri ze Day

Sairaj Patil

9A 2nd Prize & Hindi Elocution

Kaustuv Saikia
English

Shivani Desai
Economics

Manish Chugani
98 Gen Prof Science & ComPuters

Omkar Purandare
BA Dramatics
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Senior Pri ze Day
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Samriddha Sinha
5 E Gen. Prof Maths Eng Lang & Hindi

Farah Pankharia
3rd Prize

Himanshu Aswani
98 2nd Prize Maths & Quiz

Dhruv Ravi Krishnan 4 E - General Proficiency,
English Elocution, Quiz, Maths & English Language

Fatima Kapadia
64 Gen Prof Maths & Eng Lang

Samarth Srivastava
BA Gen Prof & Quiz



Senior Pri ze DaY

Sudarshan Khasnis
9A 2nd Prize & Maths

Vaibhav Bhalerao
Physical Education

Best Table Tennis PlaYer
- Siddhanth Bhat
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Prefects Investitu re Ceremony
One of the first events of the year, the

Investiture Ceremony, the much awaited event
looked forward to by every student aspiring to be
a prefect/House Ca pta in/School Capta i n/Sports
Captain and to be in the Students Governing
Body, came to fruition on July Z0I2-20I3.

The Headmaster, Mr. Henry Soggee, the
Chief Guest for the Investiture Ceremony
was presented with a bouquet and after the
usual prayer at the Assembly, the choir sang
the Hymn Hold the fod, to which the smartly
dressed students to be Invested marched in

synchronization with the rhythm to present the
flags.

After the presentation of the flags, the
Headmaster, Mr. Henry Soggee administered the
Oath to which the Head boy, Head Girl, Captains,
Vice Captains and Prefects answered in Unison
'I do'after which the Headmaster'declared"It
gives me great pleasure therefore to appoint you,
: and the following students were appointed as,

Head Boy : Akash Nagarkar

Head Girl : Darlene Mascarenhas

Sports Captains : Aniket Mishm (Boy)
Pallavi Marni (Girl)

Vice captains

Otonnor Saransh Sinha (Boy)
Namrata Gautam (Girl)

Rae Tejas Page (Boy)
Ishita Sharma (Girl)

Wintle Hemal Maniar (Boy)
Monica Kawade (Girl)

Young Anantha Hegde (Boy)
Sanjana Pawar (Girl)

Prefects

Otonnor Chinmay Khaire
Janhavi Hinge
Jeel Ghughu

Rae Dhruv Vaghani
Shanice Gaynor
Alessandro Del Vecchio

Wintle Sairaj Patil
Simran Mahindrakar
Omkar Purandare

Young : Satyak Babbar
Gargi Choure
Saurabh Avinashe

The Headmaster, Mr. Henry Soggee then
presented the Badges and ties and said a special
prayer for all those who were invested into the
Students Governing Body.

The Headmaster, then exhorted the Students
Governing Body to carry out their duties diligently
and to be examples for the rest of the students.
He reminded them 'Never to let your colors fall'.
After the rendition of the school song the ceremony
came to end with the choir singing the Hymn
'Onward Christian Soldiers'. The newly elected
students marched back to their respective places
thus bringing to an end a colourful event,'The
Investiture Ceremony'for the year 2072-2013.

Repoft By :

Mr. Frank Fonseca

House captains

OConnor: Chiranyu Chhibar (Boy)
Insiya Kachwalla (Girl)

Rae : Puskar Uke (Boy)
Diana Barretto (Girl)

Wintle : Samuel Ralte (Boy)
Simran Saggu (Girl)

Young : Kaustav Saikia (Boy)
Farah Pankhania (Girl)
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Prefects and Captains with the Heads
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prerecs and captains of o'connor House with the House Masters
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Prefects and Captains of Rae House with the House Teachers

Prefects and Captains of WinUe House with the House Teachers



Prefects Investitu re Ceremony

Prefects and Captains of Young House with the House Teachers

Sports Captains with the House PTIS









Science Day
A BRIEF
REPORT

The Bishop's School,
Undri celebrated National
Science Day on 28th

February 20L3. During the
morning assembly, Saransh
Sinha of IX B spoke about
the significance of Science
Day emphasising the
achievements of Sir C. V.

Raman.
As a part of the

celebrations, the Chemistry
laboratory was set uP

with some interesting
demonstrations anc
exhibits by class VII and
VIII students.

A poster making
competition was conducted
for class VI students which
dealt with some serious
concerns faced by todaY's
world such as requirements
for new techniques
of water harvesting,
controlling atmosPheric
pollution and imPortance of
energy conservation.

An essay writing
competition was organized
for class VII students on

the topic: If I were an
element......., an organ of
the body ......, a musical
instrument ..... .

An educational triP to
IUCAA was also conducted
for class IX students as a
part of the celebrations.

Mrs. Sheela R Kurien
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An experiment being pelformed as our Headmaster and others eagerly watch on

A session of listening and reasoning out in the Science lab
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Science Day

The budding scientists of Undri attentively
observing their teacher - Mrs. Kurien

Young scientist in the making proudly displaying his model

36

The Headmaster sharing his views with a

Eureka! They've made it The Headmaster trying to clear out some doubts

The teacher assisting the student with the experiment



Science Day
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Science is but an image of the truth. (Francis Bacon) The trio trying to prove just that
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Excitement prevails as they watch the experiment results
Having a man-to-man discussion with the students



Inter*Hou$s Quix
General knowledge instills in children a sense of

awareness. It broadens their outlook on the outer
world and helps them understanding things better.

We at the Bishop's Co-ed School, Undri believe
that Quiz Competitions increase knowledge. They
motivate the students to keep themselves updated
with current affairs in all fields. The Inter-House
Quiz Competition was held in the month of
September 2012.

As we believe in giving a fair chance to all our
students, there was a preliminary round of quizzing
in which all the students had to answer questions
as per to their level. This was a Written Round and
the House Masters chose their participating teams
from among these students.

The Final Rounds were conducted by Miss N
D'Cruz, Mrs. M. Matthew, Mrs, C D'Souza, Mrs.
R. Negi, Mrs. F. Inamdar, Mrs. S. Ajwani, Mrs. A.
Khandelwal, Mrs. W Coutinho and Mrs. M. Thakur.

The quizzing session included Rounds like the
Ad Mad world Round, the Car Crazy Round, the
India Quiz Round, the Jackpot Round, the Grand
theft Round and the Audio-Visual Round. The
audience also thoroughly enjoyed the quiz as there
were many questions for them, too.

All the, students were equally competitive, as
they were all updated with their general awareness.
The Final Results were as follows:

Class Winning
House

Names of the
winners

I&il Rae Krish Jha, Mahek
Arun Kumaq
HamzaTamboowala

III&ry Wintle Dhruv Ravikrishnan,
Sidharth Newalkar, Yash
Hodlur

V&VI Young Shaurya Banerjee,
Hrishikesh Rajashekhar;
Jay Ayare

VII to X Rae Himanshu Aswani.
Samarth Srivastava,
Karn Vijra

Mrs Alpana Khandelwal
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Inter*House Quin

Mrs. Alpana Khandelwal and Mrs, Wilma Coutinho activating the grey cells of our Senior School Students at the

Inter House Quiz Competition 2013-2014
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Ms. Natasha Dtruz and Mrs. Conchita D'Souza make the Junior School Students brainstorm during the quizzing session



Inter-House Quiz

The prodigies of the Middle School Students go mind boggling with the quizzers Mrs. Ranu Negi and Mrs. Fatima Inamdar



Scouts & Guides

"Start by doing what's necessary

than what's possible and suddenlY

you are doing the imPossible".

- Saint Francis of Assist.

The first academic session of the Scouts and

Guides commenced on 22nd lune 2012 with the

able guidance and encouragement from our

respected Headmaster; Mr' H. Soggee.

The new batch of students from class V were

welcomed in the company and were instructed

about the various activities that take place in

the Scouts and Guides Programme'

The teachers incharge for the Scouts and

Guides for this year were as follows.

Overall Incharge : Mr' F. Fonseca and

Mrs. R. Benjamin.
Scouts Masters : Mn P. Thorat, Mr. Melroy

Fernandes, Maj, Dubbal, Mr' Mark Fernandes.

Guide Captains : Ms. S. Rahatour, Mrs. M'

Lande, Ms. L. Velangani.

The students were divided into various

patrols. The sessions were conducted with

full zeal and enthusiasm' In each session

they learnt something new and exciting. The

students learnt the different knots and their

uses. They learnt how to make gadgets and to
pitch tents.

On 11th August 20L2, the Scouts of class

V were taken for a Monsoon hike to Sinhgad

Fort and classes VI to IX went to Purandar

Fort. The hike to the forts was strenuous but

the breath taking view of the mountains and

valleys covered with fog seemed to rejuvenate

everyone. They saw rare plants and understood

the importance of trees towards a cleaner

environment. The students gained knowledge

about the rain pattern at a higher attitude in

relation to those on the Plains.
On 18th January 20L3, a special session was

conducted by The'Rashtriya Life saving Society'.

The students actively participated in the

demonstrations that were done by the team and

gained information on life saving techniques'

The annual overnight camp of the senior

scouts was organized on l't Feb to 3'd Feb 2013

in collaboration with the'Itanta Outdoors'. It
was an opportunity for the students to expose

to the nature, explore new places and have a

fun filled adventure at the camping in tents,

surrounded by jungle. The students came in

close contact with the village life and had a

wonderful experience of living in tents'

The Junior Scouts were taken to Pirangut on

the 26th to 28th January. They too had a similar

experience of living in tents, rifle shooting,

trekking, rope climbing, crossing the river end

much more.
The last and most important event of

the scouts programme was the investiture

ceremony which was held on 22nd February

2013.
Thus it was a fun filled and exciting year for

the Scouts and Guides
RePort bY :

Mrs. R. Benjamin
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Scouts & Guides Mahabaleshwar
Overnight Camp
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Inter-House Singing Competition
Music, which has now become the soul of

Bishop's Undri, in its harmony, is bringing out the
many characteristics of the musical-ethics which is

absolutely evident.
Unlike the past, The Bishop's Co- Ed School Undri

has once again raised the bar high by putting up
a n outsta nding I nter-House Singing com petition.
The Music department has significantly evolved,
thus shaping itself to create interests and activity
amongst the students. lt has produced fine and
fabulous Choir's and Solo singing over the years, this
was obvious in the Inter House Singing competition
ofthe L8th October 20L2.

It was the day most awaited; every House Master
and Teacher was engaged in full rhythm and in-
demand, putting every effort for this yearly event
and with a hope to outshine all the yester-years
performances.

Students who love this part of their academics
that simultaneously moulds their inbuilt talent
identifying their tastes and interests, along with
their curriculum activities, were also thrilled in the
presence of the esteemed judges.

The Competition was divided into four categories:
r Test Piece
. Junior Group Song
. Senior Group Song
. Solo/ Duet/ Trio
From the four categories, the Test Piece was
'Standing on the promises of God'

The Junior Group songs were:
. Rae House - Never ending song of love
. O'Connor House - Games people play
. Wintle House - Knock on your door
. Young House - Blowing in the wind

The Senior Group songs were:
. O'Connor House - Don't Chu know
. Wintle House - El Lute
. Young House - Poppa Joe
. Rae House - Hold on tight to your dreams

The Solo/ Duet/ Trio songs included the following:
. Young House - Just for old time's sake

Test Piece Juniors Seniors Solo/Duet/Trio

Wintle Wintle Young & Rae Young

Young & Rae Young Wintle

Rae Wintle Rae

O'Connor O'Connor O'Connor O'Connor

. Rae House - Nothing's gonna stop us now

. O'Connor House - Coat of many colours

. Wintle House - Smile
Music was in the air throughout the entire

morning, it was fascinating to see all the four houses
put up a magnificent performance and each one
was outstanding, keeping the audience mesmerized,
throughout.

Finally, the most anxious moment of the day, the
results: Which were as follows:

And the overall result:
Best costume prize, Wintle house...
1st Young
2nd Wintle
3rd Rae
4th O'Connor

It looked grand and yes that was the grand finale,
where all the four houses sang the Test piece in 4
part harmony.

Finally, for the trophies, our CEO & Honorary
Secretary, Mr. F Freese presented the winners with
their trophies.

The musical morning concluded with a Vote
of Thanks bythe Head Girl, Darlene Mascarenhas
thanking the presence of the honoured guests and
appreciating the efforts put in by the staff and the
students in making the event a grand success.

Mrs. Sophia Fernandes
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Inter-House Singing ComPetition
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Iunior $chool Sports & P.T. Display
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"All work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy."

Are we not familiar with this
ancient adage? In view of the above,
the Bishop's Co-ed School, Undri,
has mastered the art of walking
the tight rope between work and
play, giving equal impetus to spofts
as well as aebdemics, This is what
disting u i-sheci..,.ei.iBibhopite from the
rest of the crowd.

The Bishop's Co-Ed School Undri,
th qs..wimessedtri'a.n6thei:rspectacu I a r
Junior School Sports Day on 23

.'',20,12.,ff',,9;'00.'t;rx; on

The event was graced by our CEO

pa re nt "i'-ptetMi;..J' t ilrngy,;.;:"'' "

Banerjee, who was accompanied by
his wife Mrs. Banerjee.

The programme began with a
word of prayer by our CEO and Hon.
Secretary folfowed by the Welcoming
of the Chief Guest.

When it comes to showcasing
innovation, creativity and talent,
our Pre-Primary and Junior School
teachers sure have it in abundance.
The Novelty Races that were paft of
the event were beyond imagination
and the young and enthusiastic
participants in their colourful
costumes and props, waiting eagerly
to run the race was the icing on
the cake.
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Junior School Sports & P.T. Display
A SUMMARY OF THE NOVELTY RACE RESULTS:

Novelty Race Class lst 2nd 3rd

Politicians Keep the
oace in the chaotic
Indian Rat Race

Nursery
Om Tiekar / Ruthakshi Agarwal
(Nur-E)

Veeram Bafna/ Anaisha

Inamdar
(Nur-F)

Hitafth Bafna/ Nethra

Subramony
(Nur - B)

Alvin's Rock Band LKG Sristuthi Krishna / Siddharth
Singhi (LKG - E)

Aadish Sanghvi /
Aateka Sanchawala
(LKG-A)

Yash Ranel Selina

Patanwala (LKG-D)

Mirror Mirror on

the Wall, Who has

the longest Braid of
them All?

UKG Pranav Dorage / Ananya Kundra

(uKG - B)

Ayaan Sait /
BhoomiSheth
(uKG- E)

Aansh Runwal/ Diya Jain

(uKG - D)

Tintin and the
Secret of the
Unicorn

I Swara Ghagare /
Sachin Prajapati /
Aditya Varghese
(I-A)

Sharuari Kshirsagar

/ Parth Date / Ojas
Thorat (I-B)

Labdhi Parmar / Arhaan

Shaikh / Ayush Mishra

(r-c)

Birds of a Feather

Flock Together
Nursery Karthik ladhav /

Vaidehi Patel/
Isheeka Lalwani /
Krish Jedhe /
Mufaddal Jawadwala
(Nur - D)

Let's Retrace Man's

Progress in Life's

Race

LKG Preet Wadhwani (LKG-A) /
Preesha Bahua (B) / Shreeshta
Prasad (C) / Tanishq Wakase (D)

/ Ryan D'souza (E)

Riaan Prakashan (LKG-

A) / Ashwika Agarwal
(B) /, Prathamesh
Bhonsale (C), / Aryan
Tupe (F) / Shiven

Onskar (E)

Jasleen Vig (LKG - G) /
Kashvi Modi (G) / Anshul
Bihani (G) / Puneet

Pande (G) / Dhairya Patel

(G)

Pied Piper's Musical

Journey
UKG Manpreet Siddhu (UKG - B), /

Aastha Tarawade (B) / Muskan

Shah (B) /, Angad Lamba (D) /,
Jinisha Telisara (D)

Formula I Grand

Prix

I Malhar Patankar
(I - G) /, Dhruv Shah (G) /
Param Fulsunge (G) /, Esha Pillai
(G) /, Samruddhi Bendre (G).

Pirates of the
Gribbean - Setting
up the Black Pearl

II Sanya Shaikh & Sahil ladhav
(r-r) /
Ishita Jamdade & Dhruv
Subramanian (I)/Rujul
Shivtare & Krishang Shetye (I)
/ Ayuka Lokhande & Azmeen
Sayyed (I) / Nimisha Bhattad &
Elijah Boyini (I)

I



Junior School Sports & p,T. Display

A SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF FLAT RACE AND RELAY

CLASSI-40M
BOYS GIRLS

1st ShreeshanMagar (IE) TanayaKalbhor (IE)

2nd PafthKhulge (IF) UttarshaGaikwad (IF)

3rd Aadi Bokriya (IG) RishaKothari (IE)

ctAssr-40M
BOYS GIRLS

1st KrishHinduja (IB) Mrudulshah (IH)

2nd VedantSingh (IA) AimanKachwala (ID)

3rd GuruPotla (IC) HarshitaBedi (IB)

CLASS II-50 M

BOYS GIRLS

1st Aitaretya Rao ( II E) Rishita Sengal ( II C)

2nd Sujal Bora ( II H ) Sara Tiwari ( II I)

3rd Aarnav Pillay ( II A ) Nafisa Ajnwala ( II F )

CLASS Iil - 1OO M

BOYS GIRLS

1st Afraaz Khan ( III F) Nandana Sailesh ( III E )

2nd Aditya Gawade ( III G ) Leenor Shetty (III H)

3rd Anuj Bharanbe ( III E ) Hrishita Palve ( III B )

CLASSIil-4X1OOM RELAY

The other highlight of
the programme was the
spectacular P.T. disPlaY
called "Everyone Goes
to Rio". This was
peformed by our Junior
School students of Class

I, II & III, having over
300 performers and it
replicated the carnival

of Rio de Janerio, right
here at Undri. The
performers were dressed

up as colouful Clowns,
graceful Dancers

and majestic Birds,

thoroughly entertaining
the audience,
Special Races included
the Support Staff Race

(Ladies) and the other
one was the Visitor's /
Parents Race.

The event ended with
the National Anthem and

a Vote of Thanks.
Members of the
audience and the
participants left with an

enjoyable feeling that
had a lingering effect on

their minds.

Repoft by :

Mrs. N. TaraPore

BOYS GIRLS

1st III G III B

2nd III A III H

3rd III I III E
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The 7th Sr Inter House Athletic Meet

"Victory isn't defined by wins or losses.

It is defined by effort. If you can truthfuy say,

'I did the best I could, I gave everything I had,

then You're a winner."
Wolfgang Schadler

On the 23d of November 20L2, the Bishop's

Co-ed School, Undri had its 7th Annual Spotts

Meet and P.T Display. The Chief Guests was

Mr. Narayan Lonkar, who was accompanied by

his wife.
The meet started at 2 Pm with the flag

hoisting and the lighting of the ceremonial

torch. The campus thundered with applause

as the day's events began with the march past

of the four houses (OConnor, Rae, Wintle and

Young) led by their captains and vice captains'

The march past was followed by the oath

taking ceremony which was done by the head

boy, Akash Nagarkar' After which the Chief

Guests were introduced and invited to declare

the meet open.
The meet started off with athletic events

i,e. the different races. These were conducted

division wise for boys as well as girls. It added

to the excitement and thrill not only among

the students but also among the spectators.

The races were followed by the Tug of War

between the houses. Last but not the least the

Invitational School Relay and the Staff Relay

gave an adrenalin rush to each and everyone

present there which also brought to the

closure of the inter-house competitions.

The most interesting and entertaining part

was the'Parent's Race' in which most of the

parents participated enthusiastically.
There was a wonderful PT display by the

senior students titled 'Formula 1'which was

performed on the famous song'The Final

Countdown'. It was a visual treat to see the

students perform with the chequered flags

and enjoying themselves thoroughly. There
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The 7th sr Inter House Athletic Meet
were three formations, namely- 'V'for victory
'Crozier' i.e. the staff carried by the Bishop
which is also the name of our school magazine
and'Pyramids' representing the three buildings
ofthe school (81, 82 and B3).

The closing march past by the house
contingents followed the P.T drill which brought
us to the most awaited part of the Sports
Meet i.e. the prize distribution ceremony. The
trophies were received by the students for their
peformances from the Chief guest as well as
parents amidst thunderous applause and cheer.
RESULTS:

FASTEST RUNNER OF THE MEET
Boys: Tejas Page

Girls: Shreya Singhal

MARCH PAST
Position House
I Young
II Wintle
III Rae

IV OConnor

OVERALL POSITIONS
Position House
I OConnor
II Wintle
III Rae

il Young

This was followed by a speech delivered by Mrs.
Lonkar; where she congratulated the students
for the excellent standard of performance and
competition.
Our CEO and Hon. Sec., Mr. Frank Freese also
expressed his appreciation for the excellent
show put up by the students and stressed on
the impoftance of spofts in one's life.
Subsequently, there was beating of the retreat
followed by the vote of thanks by the head boy,
Akash Nagarkar and lastly the lowering of the
flag. The meet closed with the singing of the
National Anthem.

"Together we stand, together we fall,
together we're winners, and winners take
it all."

Mrs. Remya Alex

BEST ATHLETE
Div II- Boys: Tejas Paqe

Girls: Pallavi Marni
Div III- Boys: Rohan Shrishrimal

Girls: Sanika Date
Div IV- Boys: Arsalan Jaffer

Girls: Saiyukta Nimbalkar
DivV- Boys: Hrishikesh Shewale

Girls: Suhana Khan

TUG OF WAR
Boys: Winners- Younq

Runner up- Rae

Girls: Winners- OConnor
Runner up- Wintle
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Throwlball
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INTER.HOUSE THROW BAIL
"Success Comes In Cans, Not IN CANT'S,
As children find this game very interesting and
simple, large number of girls enthusiastically took
part in the Inter-House throw ball tournament for
the year 20t2-t3.

Overall points - tally

Matches were played in the month of August
2012 for girls under- 16 Category. Each match
was keenly contested and the girls displayed their
talent to the best of their ability.

TEAM O'CONNOR RAE WINTLE YOUNG POINTS POSITION

OCONNOR 2-l
3

2-0
3

2-0
3

9 I

RAE L-2
0

0-2
0

0-2
0

0 N

WINTLE 0-2
0

2.0
3

2-0
3

6 II

YOUNG 0-2
0

2-0
3

0-2
0

3 III

M. Lande
Overall Incharge

M. Fernandes
Sports Secretary



Basketball

il;d,

INTER.HOUSE BASKET BALL
"Obstacles are what you see, where you take

your eyes off the goal."

As this was the first Inter-House basketball

tournament girls were very excited to play on

the new basketball court.

Basketball is the game of modern times as

none of its form was played in the past' Dr.

James invented this game in the USA in 1891'

I

,

,

The Inter-House basketball tournament was

held on Round Robin basis, from 18th June till

29th June 20t2for girls under- 14 and under- 16

categories.
Daily practice sharpened their skills and

made the game a tough competition for all the

Houses. The teams were well matched and

closely contested games were played between

Otonnor and Wintle House.

POINTS TALLY

O'CONNOR 3-0
3

J-U
3

3-0
3

9 I

RAE 0-3
0

0-3
0

0-3
0

0 N

WINTLE 0-3
0

3.0
3

3-0
3

o II

YOUNG 0-3
0

3-0 0-3
0

3 III

M. Lande
Overall Incharge

M. Fernandes
Sports Secretary
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Inter House Cricket Tournament

\*f

The Inter House Cricket matches were played on
23'd January 2013 for under 14 and on 12th February
2013 for under - 12.

The matches were conducted on a league basis
for the UNDER-12 and UNDER-l4 categories. The
game was played on a limited over basis i.e. 10

over's for the Under-l4 and 8 over's for the Under-
12 category.

All matches were conducted in a professional
manner with a well equipped field and good
cricket gear for the players and matches were well
contested by the four Houses who put in their best
on field keeping up the true spirit of sportsmanship.
Every player performed to the best of his abilities.

The final results of the tournament are as follows.

During the tournaments we found some good
players, the names are as follows:-
1) Harsh Jadhav - Young House.
2) Arsalaan Jafar - Young House
3) Nathan Mascarenhas from - Otonnor House
4) Manan Sharma - Otonnor House
5) Jai Hindule - Rae House
6) Sachin Prasad - Rae House
7) Pranav Soni - Wintle House
8) Rohan Bandal - Wintle House
9) Shivajeet Rai - Wintle House

With all the excitement of different tournaments,
our boys from Classes V to VIII were very happy
to pafticipate in the INTER HOUSE CRICKET
TOURNAMENT.

Our gratitude to the Headmaster for his guidance,
our Games Secretary the Housemasters/ Mistresses,
our school PTIs for their constant help and to the
support staff who have put in a lot of hard work.

Incharge: Vishwadeep Kamble
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POINTS TABLE
S.NO NAME OF

THE HOUSE
U-12 U-L4 TOTAL OVERALL

POSITION

1 OCONNOR 04 03 7 III
2 RAE 06 06 T2 II
3 WINTLE 01 0 1 N
4 YOUNG 06 09 15 I



An Interview With The Gardener

'Dignity of labour'is the phrase best

understood when one observes Satish Phalke,

the school gardener, at work. So, one fine day

I decided to approach him for an interview. He

was aghast when I asked him for an "interview".

I assured him that it was his hard work that had

impressed me.

Following dialogue is the result of that
meeting.

Akshay: How long is it since you are tending

gardens?

Satish: It's been 18 years: My first job was at

the Army Sports Institute, Hadapsar.

Akshay: For how many years have you been

working in this school?

Satish: 10 years in all. Earlier, I was at the

camp branch for 2' 1/z years from ther I was

transferred to Kalyani Nagar branch, there I
worked for ! 1/z years and after that here, at

Undri. It has been 6 Years here.

Akshay: What makes You take so much

interest in tending plants and saplings?

Satish: My father was a farmer, that has been

the main reason for my interest' It was a hobby

which developed into a profession' I am very

satisfied with mY job.

Akshay: Tell me something about the kind

of plants and trees we have in the garden and

campus.
Satish: There are around 580 varieties of

plants in our campus. There are flowering plants

like the Rose, Shoe flower, Croton, Dahlia etc'

Among trees we have Neem, Peltophorum,

Rain Tree, Silver Oak, Australian Babul, Mango,

Gulmohar.
Akshay: Besides watering plants, what else

do you do in the garden?

Satish: There is a lot of work which keeps me

busy all through the day.Work such as adding

manure, medicine to the soil, digging, channels,

watering plants. Every'fortnight, I trim, cut off
the dried and dead plants and leaves, prun the
plants.

Akshay: Who assist You in Your work?

Satish: I have two assistants - Suhas Pawar

and Sakaram Sool.

Akshay Badade
Class 7 B
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Orators of Undri r Engtish Etocution

Aanandita Bali Aaria Abraham Akash Nagarkar

Anantha Hedge Ananya Mittal Eshika Dhar

What is Elocution?
An expeft manner of

speaking, involving control
of voice and gesture.

Keeping this in mind
the'Inter House English
Elocution Competition'
is conducted annually
wherein every student
is trained to face an
audience with confidence
and recite their poems
with correct diction, clarity
and good pronunciation.

Keeping in mind the
several factors which
are adjudged during a
competition the children

focused on aspects
like culmination of
voice quality, speech
content and the delivery
standards.

Besides poems, this
year the students of
classes 6 to 10 also
recited passages from the
Shakespearean classics.

The competition was
held in the month of July
2012, on various days for
classes UKG to Class 10.

The judges had a
tough time judging the
various categories as the
students were one better

than the other.
Winning the

competition was a
matter of pride for the
pafticipants.

And it surely was an
enjoyable experience for
all those who pafticipated.

The house positions were
as follows-
1't * Wintle house
2nd - Otonnor house
3'd - Rae house
4th - Young house

Mrs. M. Khatri
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OratOrS Of Undri r English Elocution

Karn Vijra rachel marwah Sachin Bhadang

Sanjana Pawar Shrin Iqbal

Simran Rakesh

Utkarsh Shukla

j
The chief guest being welcomed by Samriddh Sinha



Annual School Concert
*LIFE ITSETF IS THE
MOST WONDERFUL
FAIRY TALE."

The Bishop's Co-ed School
Undri presented HANS

CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN.

It is a fictional romatic
story revolving around the
life of the Famous Danish
poet and story teller HANS

CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN.

The title role was played

by Saransh Sinha, Anatha
Hedge plated the role of
Peter, his assistant. The
opening scene of the play

describes it best: 'Once
upon a time in Denmark
there lived a great story
teller named HANS

CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN' This
is not the story of his life
but a fairy tale about this
great spinner of fairy tales.
A large part of the story
was told through songs

and ballet and includes
Andersen's most famous
stories such as.

'The Emperor's New
Clothes'is about how
2 weavers promise an
Emperor a new suit of
clothes that is invisible
to those unfit for their
positions, stupid or
incompetent. When the
emperor parades before his
subjects in his new clothes a

little boy (Neil Nihalini) cries

out'But he isn't wearing any
clothes.'
Thumbelina - The story
about a tiny girl who is no

bigger than a thumb.

The Ugly Duckling - tells
us of a homely little bird
born in a barnyard who
suffers abuse from his

surrounding until much

to his delight (and to the
surprise of others) he

matures into a beautiful bird
of all- It teaches us to share
that - its good to be good

looking but its nicer to be
nice.

The Liftle Mermaid- is

a fairy tale of a young

mermaid willing to give

up life in the sea and her
identity as a mermaid to
gain a human soul and the
love of a human prince.

The play comprised of
more than 350 students of
classes 1 to 10 who held the
audience spell bound with
their graceful and rhythmic
dance sequences, superb
acting skills where each

actor from the smallest
role to the largest had their
moments and knew exactly
what they were supposed to
be doing.
The choreography was
simple enough for each

actor to peform it well yet

diverse enough to hold the
audience's attention.
The use of special lighting
effects and a variety
of props added to the
ambience transforming
the mundane to ethereal
enhancing the show in their
own way.

The colourful costumes were
unique to each group of
characters and everything
complemented each other.

The play was a success

because of the tireless
affofts put in by the children
and the teachers and also
the valuable guidance and
creative insights of our
Headmaster Mr. H. Soggee

and our Superuisor Mrs. M.

Fernandes.

I would like to end with
a HANS CHRISTIAN

ANDERSEN quote:

*EVERYTHING YOU
LOOK AT CAN BECOME
A FAIRY TAIE AND
YOU CAN GET A STORY
FROM EVERYTHING YOU
TOUCH."

Mrs. M. Pillay



Annual School Concert

Hans captivating
children with
his story,'The

Emperor's New
Clothes'

Our CEO & Hon.

Secretary, Mr. Frank

Freese blessing

the children and

applauding their
efforts

The story soars high
with the launching
of the kite by Hans

admired by children
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Annual School Concert

Nature taps
its feet in the

rythm of its
dancing steps

The mesmeris-
ing melody that
keeps the story
alive

Mermaids
dancing with
grace in the
rippling waters



Annual School Concert

The story
in action

A lot of hustle
and bustle at
the market
SCene

@
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Independence Day
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Marathi Day

The School celebrated'Marathi
Day'for the first time on 27th
February to commemorate the
birth anniversary of the legendary
Poet "Kusu magraj". Child ren

celebrated this day with great

enthusiasm. They wore traditional
Maharashtrian dress which added

colour to the whole show.

The assembly was conducted
in Marathi and started with Sant

Dyaneshwar's'Ovi' followed bY The

Bible reading in Marathi as well as

in English. The students chanted
the'Manache Shlok" and the hYmn

"Dhanyawaad Yeshula..." was

sung. The glorious Past of Marathi

Culture & tradition was narrated by

Sahil Borate in Marathi as well as

in English by Shreya Singh,

The presentation was highlY

appreciated by Mr, H. Soggee and

all other Heads. The assemblY

culminated with the vote of thanks
delivered by "Sairaj Patil".

Mrs. Sayalee Katre
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Hindi Elocution
Hindi is an Indo-Aryan language with about

500 million speakers of India and is used as the
language of administration, the media education
and literature in Northern part of India.

Elsewhere in India, Hindi is used a second

language. It is our National Language. We

celebrate'Hindi Diwas' on 14th September.

Which reminders us that honouring this
language is honouring one's Nation.

This year Hindi Elocution was organized
at the Bishop's Co-ed School Undri on 25th

February and 26th February 20L3. A total
number of 36 students from class I to IV
participated. Each class had 9 contestants.

The names of the winners are as follows

(Each section one contestant)
The Competition was organized in the stilt

area of building 3. Our Headmaster Mr. H.

Soggee and Mrs. M, Khatri were present on this
occasion. The two judges Mrs. Anju Kalra and

Mrs. Rashmi Prasad from The Bishop's School

camp were called to judge the poetry recital of
the participants.

All our students worked very hard for
this event and presented a good and lively
performance, The results were declared by

the two judges on the basis of presentation,

Diction, Enunciation, Choice of Poem and overall

basis.

POSITIONS SECTION NAME OF THE CONTESTENT (WINNER)

I
Ist

IINd

IIIRD

IA
IH
IE

Supriya Dharankar
Kavya Bhand

Vedant Jadhav

II
Irt

IINd

IIIRD

IID
IIB
IIC

Krupa Dhavale
Yana Potaiya
Adruja Raut

III

Ist

IINd

IIIRD

III E

III G

III A
III D

III F

III H

Shreya Pillai
Aastha Vaidya

Aditi Sinhal
Tanishi Ganguli
Shagun Agarwal

Palak Agarwal

v
I.t

IINd

IIIRD

IVD
IVG
IVA

Shazia Khan
Sanjali

Mayank Gupta



MNANDITA BALI ADITI KUMARI AKANKSHA GHOSH JASJEET SIDDHU

KRINJAL KRITI GUPTA OBAID TAMBOLI SANIYA SHAIKH SANJANA PAWAR

SHAMBHAVI SINGH SIDDHI SIMRAN SAGGU SUMAIYA DESHPANDE
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Meet These Child Stars

Vanshika Hiren Shah of has made a name

for herself in the world of gymnastics' She is

only eleven years old and has already performed

at National and State level and won several gold

and silver medals.

She loved to do cartwheel, front walker and

back walker when she was just three years old.

Her mentor Savita Marathe who has been a

gymnast herself and an international judge for

gymnastics has been the driving force in her life'

Her future plans include representing India in

International Gymnastics and coach many more

children in the same field. Besides gymnastics

she enjoys dancing, reading book and loves

playing outdoor games. "Play outdoor games

and stay fit." Says Vanshika. Her motto in life is

Always live a peaceful life and let others live the

same.' All the best Vanshika, Make India proud.

l81

YEAR LEVEL MEDA!-S

2009 State 1 Gold, 1 Silver

2010 State 1 Silver

20tr National 1 Gold, 1 Silver

2012 State and National 1 Silver each

2013 State and National 1 Silver each



Meet These Child Stars

Trinav Rattan is a chess champion.
He has pafticipated in State and National
tournaments, open, Rapid, and international
open tournaments in Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu,
West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, Punjab
and Karnataka. He has played more than 500
games till date and won many prizes. His
treasures include 27 trophies, 3 medals and
many ceftificates. At the State level his Ranking
(under-l3) is 4th and his international ranking is
1651,

He started playing chess at the age of 6. "I
would play with my father and sister for fun and
that's how I developed interest for the game."
he says.

He owes his credit to his mentors,
Grandmaster Abhijeet Kunka

and Mr. Abhijeet Kelkar from Pune and Master
Vishal Sareen from Delhi who has helped him
play international open tournaments. In 2007 he

won his first State U-7 championship and was
selected for Nationals to represent the State.
After that he's never looked back.

His goal is to be a successful chess player and
represent India internationally and win laurels
for the motherland. He hopes to play many
more games, improve his rating and win the
most prestigious title of Grandmaster, "I love the
moves played by Magnus Carlsen, Vishwanathan
Anand and Sehaj Grover." says Trinav.

Trinav enjoys swimming, football and water
sports. He loves his school, enjoys studies
and has a passion for action movies. "Enjoy
doing the things that you love along with your
studies." is what he has to say to his fellow
students. Trinav, we wish you success and may
all your dreams come true

82i
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THAT'S
NOT
MY JOB

THIS IS A STORY

ABOUT FOUR PEOPLE

NAMED. EVER4YBODY

SOMEBODV ANYBODY
NOBODY. THERE WAS AN
IMPORTANT JOB TO BE

DONE. EVERYBODYWAS
SURE THAT SOMEBODY

WOULD DO IT. ANYBODY

WOULD HAVE DONE IT,
BUT NOBODY DID IT.

SOMEBODY GOT ANGRY

ABOUT THAI BECAUSE

IT WAS EVERYBODY'S

JOB. EVERYBODY

THOUGHT ANYBODY

COULD DO II BUT
NOBODY REALISED

THAT EVERYBODY

BLAMED SOMEBODY

WHEN NOBODY DID
WHAT ANYBODY COULD
HAV DONE IT.

PLEASE ASK YOURSELF
..ARE YOU ONE OF
THESE FOUR?"

TASNEEM NALWALA
CIASS : I -J
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MY NAME IS AMEYA TARA. I AM 7
YEARS OLD. I GO TO BHISHOP'S
SCHOOL, UNDRI. I LEARN A LOT
OF THINGS IN SCHOOL, BUT MY
FAVOURITE PERIOD IS CRAFI.
BECAUSE I WANT TO BECOME
AN ENGINEER. I LIKE TO MAKE
DIFFERENT THINGS WITH CARD
BOARD. I ALSO LIKE CARS, SO AS
AN ENGINEER I WANT TO MAKE
NEW CARS. I WANT TO MAKE
A SOLAR POWER CAR. I ALSO
WANT TO MAKE A CAR THAT WILL
DRIVE BY IT SELF. IT WILL BE

VOICE ACTUATED. I WILL MAKE A
TECHNOLOGY LIKE THE I PHONE
TO DRIVE THE CARS.

AMEYA TARA
CLASS 1 H

THE MAILBOX

THE MAILBOX ON THE CORNER.

EATS ALL THE LIVE LONG DAY.

IT NIBBLES CARDS AND LETTERS
IN AMAZING WAY.

I WONDER HOW IT HOLD SO
MUCH.

IF I ATE PIE AND CAKE

THE WAY THAT BOX EATS LETTERS

I'D HAVE A STOMACH ACHE.

LIABA KHAN
CLASS - I _I

Jokes

Teacher: Why do you have so much
trouble answering my questions?
Student : If it was easy for me, I
wouldn't e in school!
Teacher: Can anyone tell me how
many seconds are there in a year?
Student : 12!..January 2nd...February
2nd...March 2nd....................
Teacher: Johnny, which month has
28 days?
Student: Every month!

Anurag Mishra
III-A



CELL
PHONE
MANNERS

Cell phones are great-theY
keep us in touch with friends
and family and can be life savers
in an emergency, But theY can

also be annoying if not used
thoughtfully.

Remember, it doesn't have to be on

all the time and you don't alwaYs

have to answer it immediately' Learn

to use your phone's features like

silent ring, vibrate and voicemail to
handle the times when Your Phone
would be bothering others if it rang

and you answered it.

1. Be in control of Your Phone'
don't let it control You! Taking

a call signals that the Person You

are with is less imPortant than the
person calling. If that's not the
impression you want to make, don't
take the call-the caller can always

leave you a voicemail.

2. Speak softly. KeeP Your voice

low whenever you're in the Presence
of others. You want to be considerate

and avoid disturbing those around
you. For some reason, PeoPle's
'phone voices'are alwaYs louder

than the voice theY use in normal

conversation. Add to that the noise

of a busy sidewalk or the background

noise of a public place, and the urge

to shout can become overwhelming

for the person on the other end of
the conversation as well.

3. Be coufteous to those You
are with; turn off Your Phone
if it will be interruPting a
conversation or activitY. If You

don't want your friends or relatives

to think that your mobile device

matters more to You than theY

do, then don't make or take calls

when you're in the middle of a
conversation. By doing so, You're
making whoever you're with feel

second best.
4. Watch your language,
especially when others can
overhear you. Oblivious to those

around them. Some cell Phone users

feel free to pepper their conversation

with obscenities. The people nearby

may try not to listen, but it's hard to

ignore,

5. Avoid talking about
personal problems in a Public
place. Talking about Personal
problems in a public Place can

make those around You feel

highly uncomfoftable and can be

embarrassing for you. Make sure you

save these conversations for home or

another private Place

cvrLI
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6. Don't make calls in a library'
theatre, church or from Your
table in a restaurant. Without

exception, turn your device off in
a house of worship, restaurant,

or theatre; during a meeting or
presentation; or any time its use is

likely to disturb others.

7. Don't text during class or
a meeting at your job. It is
important to ensure that You give

those in your presence Your full

attention. Texting during class or in

meetings is distracting for others, but

it is distracting for you as well, and

ultimately causes You to miss out
on potentially significant and crucial

information.
8. NEVER drive and Phone at the
same time. Recent studies have

shown that people who are talking,

texting, or otherwise using a cell

phone while driving are significantly

slower to react to a red light and

are at least four times as likelY to

be involved in an accident' ManY

states have outlawed cell phone use

while driving. Hands-free Phones
may lessen the risk somewhat, but

the smaftest choice is to Pull into a

parking area and stop before making

a call.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY
OF A DOG

Hello! I am Simba. 1am black
Labrador. I am 2 years old. My
mother's name is Merry. I also had
a sister named Maya, she was older
than me .I was born in Goa. We
used to play a lot. One day my sister
went out for a walk and was badly
hit by a car. She died
I ran away from home as I was
scared of my mother, but soon
regretted my decision as I felt so
lost on a highway. Vehicles passed
by me in such a speed that lcould
have been knocked down. I got so
tired of
walking that I laid down under a

tree. i was without food and water
for the whole day. I was praying
that my parents should find me and
take me home. As I lay a little girl
named Radha picked me up and
took me to her house. She had a
brother Amit who was very kind.
They gave me food .They both loved
me a lot and looked after me well.
They would take me for a walk in
the morning and evening.
Now I am growing old. One day in
the evening when I went for my
daily walk, I got hit by a cycle and
got severely hurt due to which 1am
now unable to do much and almost
bedridden for rest of my life.

Meghna Bhalla
Class - V

PEOPLE WHO
MADE HISTORY

1. Florence nightingale- called
"lady with the lamp", helped
soldiers heal during war.

2. Mahatma Gandhi- called
"father of the Nation'i gave
India Frredom from British
rule.

3. Rabindernath Tagore-
Painten author and a Nobel
prize winner from west
Bengal India.

4. Charlie chaplin - known as
" little tramp", he made
people laugh with out
speaking.

5. Mother Teresa- won Nobel
peace prize in 1979- Helped
the poo; sick orphaned and
dying people in India.

Medhansh Dhar
ClassI-J ...

..

A rainbow for me crod did you
paint that rainbow specially
for me? You use my favourite
colours.
Its up there for me to see. So
I thank you for my rainbow. I
know it's just for me but you
left it in the sky for everyone
to see.

Iseen Singh
Class - 1 A

Composition
my school

The building, playground do not
make a school. A school is a temple
of learning. Just as we got to the
school, which is also a holy place, to
be educated. Thank you for giving
me this wondeful school to learn
evefihing that is good and useful.

Kirat Singh Bagga
Class 1 c

Thank you Mama
for all your love and care thank you
for the food you prepare.
Thank you papa for all your
hardwork I will prove I'm really
worth. Thank you teachers for
knowledge and discipline. Even your
punishments have a lesson hidden.
Thank you friends for all the games
and fun lassure I'u have a grudge
against none.
Thank you God for a wholesome
world with beautiful things new and
old.

Krishika Khatri
Class I -B
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ABOVE THE
BRIGHT BLUE SKY

There's a friend for little children
Above the bright blue sky,

A friend who never changes
Whose love will never die:
Our eafthly friends may fail us,

And change with changing years/

This friend is always wofthy
Of that dear name he bears

There's a home for little children
Above the bright blue sky,

Where jesus regions in glory
A home of peace and joy:
No home on eafth is like it,
Nor can with it compare:
And everyone is happy,

Nor could be happier there.

PALAK Y. LODHA
CI.ASS - V

Beautiful Flowers

Teachers are beautiful flowers
They bloom in the garden of love

Teachers are wiser then we are
They advise and guide us

Because they love us
They are the lovely flowers
In the bouquet of our life

And these flowers are the ones
We can never forget even once.
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Here are a few
interesting acrostic
poems on people
without whom our life is
meaningless!!!
Father you rock!!!
Father cares for me

And helps with
Things in the world.
Honest and
Exciting and always

Rocks M!l!!!!
Mother I love you ....
Merciful is an adjective to
describe my mother
Only she can love me with
all her heart
Today is her special day
Her encouragement drives
me to work harder
Every day I love my mother
Remember I love you more
than I can say

Teacher you are great!!!!
Teaches me good things
Every single day
All through the year.

Cares for me
Helps me in my work
Each day with her is fun.
Real fun indeed!

Krishna Chhatija
Class- V

Gauhar Kumar
Class - III A

07 SECRETS
oF succEss
YOU CAN FIND
IN YOUR ROOM

Roof said: Aim high
Fan said: Be cool

Clock said: Every minute is
Mirror said: Reflect before
you act
Window said: See the world
Calendar said: Be up-to-date
Door said: Push hard

T,O ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS.

Aditya Londhe
Class- V
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HARRY
POTTER

Scar upon his forhead,

Shaped like a lightning
bolt,
Holding high his scrred head,

Haryy's had his revolt!

He gor the phiosopher's stone,
Stolen by old Quirrel,
He helped Ginny find
her soul

Taken by Tom

Riddle!

He got back his God father,
Sirius, and outlaw,
Then voldemoft took his soul,
While his friends watched in awel

But a real tragedy took place,

Sirius, harry's God father had dies,
And then sadly, Harry's school
headmasteI
Dumbledore had diesl

Then after trying and trying,
Harry scraped a victory
Then with one duel,
Voldemoft died, he had no
recovery!l

Mihika
Pendharkar
Class - V

DON'T WORRY,
DONT WORRY!

Don't worry Don't worry!
Trust in lord

You'll get a award

Don't worry Don't worry!
The mud is brown
You'll not be drowned

Don't worry don't worry!
Your rose is pink
The ship will not sink

Don't worry Don't worryl
The leaves are green
You will be the queen

Don't worry , Don't worry!
The water is blue
God will bless you
I said don't worry means
don't worry worryl
Never keep frowing
And ever keep smiling

Fiza Rajesh Dabraive

SCUBA DIVE

Dive up and down
Dive up and down
Motion in the ocean is all around

Come, come, come with me

Take a dive in a deep blue sea.

Put on your snotkel
Let's explore the - Ocean floor........,

See, the octopus! Really so dark,
Watch that fish looks like shark.
Look that oyster wearing pearl

But that snail wrapped in curls.

Dive up and down
Dive up and down
Motion in the ocean is all around.

Adarsh Ayushman
Class - IV E

oo

I WONDER
. Can we cry under water?
. Can fishes ever feel thirsty?
. Why don't birds fall out of trees

when they sleep?
o What can we call a male ladybird?
. Why so we call a tbuilding'when it

is already built?
. When it is said,'Dog food is new

and unproved in taste'
Who tasted it?

o Wh! does a round pizza come in a
square box?

Sanchit Gupta
C|ass _ III A
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I AM IN LOVE WITH
MY MOM DAD

I want all happiness
For my mom dad,
I don't want them
To be eversad.

Mr dad is my sweet heart
And mom is blossom,
When they stand together
They really look awesome

My Body I smine
But my parent are the soul
In my life they are
Playing my God's role

When they say me
To do some thing,
If I couldn't so

I am Good for Nothing

I like their kiss
On my forehead at nights

With their blessing
I want to touch the heights

I promise that in my life
I won't do any things Bad,
Coz I can't see the ireyes down
And I am in love with my mom dad.

Duaa Syed
Class - IV E

?-;qe LOVE TREES

I When you are free
Plant a tree

Keep taking its care
Soon it will contribute its share

Don't forget your duty
For all around scenic beauty

Let it grow high
And aim to touch the sky

Gauhar Kumar
Class - IV A

RAIN BOW

Look at the sky after the neautiful
rain when the sun shines. Surely
that beautiful picture is God's magic.
Seven colours, all in a band joined
one side to the others like a bow. Is
it a coloured haiband or a gasland?

Only God knows!
From me, the rainbow is the gasland
that the sky has made for our
beautiful earth. It is colourful with
the seven color's. Violet, Indigo,
Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange and
Red.

Harshita Kukreja
Class 1 - B

ft

TREE

I look at the kids play
How fun it is
I want to be a tree
My arms like branches
To let children play and climb on it.
My hair as the leaf's
It falls in the winter
And grows in the spring
My feet like the root
So nobody can knock me over.

Shwetank Nande
Class - V



CHILDREN
ARE AMAZING

Laughter echo through the
skies
- Children are amazing
So young so innocent
- Children are amazing

Care free yet compassionate
and kind
- Children are amazing

From birth to walking and

finally speaking'Dada'
- Children are amazing

Enthusiastic at day, motivated
to learn
- Children are amazing

NaiVe and curious, Pristine at
night
- Children are amazing

Heaven sent, God's little
miracles
- Children are amazing
Working young/ carrying
snacks heavier than them
- Children are amazing

Selfless, working for their
families
- Children are amazing
Naked in the streets, asking

for money to eat
- Children are amazing
Dreams to nightmares, heafts
strengthened in mud
- Children are amazing
Staying resilient through
adversity and poverty
- That is truly amazing

Rohan
Class - V

A SOLDIER AND HIS HORSE

Once upon a time there was a king shahgrid was his best soldier' He had a

very strong horse who helped shahgrid in the battle field. The horse was not

getting any rest for the whole day. Still he was running and saving the soldier

with his full energy. After some days the battle came to an end and the king

won the battle. T6he horse was send to stable, but was not trated in a good

manner. He was not getting food for many days and he was forced to carry

goods from one place to another like and ass. The same was continued for

3 to 4 months till another battle started, Once the battle strated, the soldier

shahgrid called hi horse again to carry him in the battle field. But the horse

was not in a position to run fast like it did in the last war' Also it lost most of

its energy and behaved like a very tried animal. The angry soldier asked the

horse the reason for his tiredness. The horse replied'I lost my whole energy

and turned into an Ass from a horse, I'M not and energetic horse like I was

before."

Moral : Always take proper care of those who helped us during the
adverse situations,

Riddhiman Moulick
Class - V

succEss

"Nothing succeeds like success"

"Your success will depend on Your
attitude of life."
"success comes when PreParation
meets opportunitY."

"success requires hard works,

training and discipline."

Be What you are and become what
you are capable of becoming.
Take charge of your life become the
person you would like to be.

Dhwani
Bhayani
Class - V
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A GOOD DEED
LEADES TO BAD
DEED
RIDDLES AND JOKES

1. It's a half circle full circle half

circle full circle and a big nut.

2. It's a bowl filled with milk and a

ball on top.
3. I have 12 strawberries and hands.

4. I have a different shaped back 2

hands and 4 legs

5. 32 soldiers 1 king a sliPPery road

and a black forest.

Answer : 1 - Coconut 2 - EYe 3.

Clock 4. Chair 5. Face - 32 teeth,
1 tongue, 1 slippery tongue/ black

hair.

I'm a little
Snow Man

I'm a little snow man

Round and fat
I have a broom stick
I have a hat
With my friends
I play in the snow
But when the sun shines

Its time to go

Khushi D Shah
I-F

DID YOU KNOW

. Top 10olo of the people own B5o/o

of the wealth.
Next 40% of the peoPle own 14%o

of the wealth.
The Rest 50o/o own onlY 1olo of
wealth in world.
.97.5 o/o of the water on eafth is
jally sea water
Most of rent 2.5Vo is locked uP in

glaciers, ice caps and land, leaving

only 0.007olo in rivers and lakes

radially available to us.
.In 1990 the life expectancy of
Swaziland was 60 years. Now it has

reduced to just 33 years sue to HIV

o Tokyo's population is bigger than

those of 159 countries including
Australia and Canada.

Jay Ayare
Class - V

A Mother's Love

A Mother's Love Love is something
That no one can explain.
It is made of deep devotion
And of sacrifice and pain.

It is endless and unselfish
And enduring come what may
For nothing destroysit
Or takes that love away...

It is patient and forgiving
When all others are forsaking
And it never fails or falters
Enen though the heart is breaking....
It believes beyond believing
When the world around condemns,
And it Glows with age the beauty

Of the earest, brightest, gems....

It is far beyond defining,
It defies our explainations.
And it still remains a secret
Like the mysteries of creation...
A many splendoured miracle
Man cannot understand
And another wondrous evidence
Of God's tender guiding hand,

Sharuari
Kashid
Class - V
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RAINBOW
- RAINBOW

Rainbow- Rainbow over our head.
We sleep at night and dream in bed.
There's 7 colours in a Rainbow
And 7 days in a week.
Violet, Indigo, Blue, Green, Yellow,
Orange, Red.

We all love Rainbow colours
The ending of a rainbow
Is no other than the treasure box!
V for Very good, I for ice-cream, B

for bottom, G for good, Y for yak,
O for odd and the prettiest of all R
for rocket.
The shining colours of a rainbow
Is no other than God's beautiful
power!
But Don't'think, it will get over!

Deeksha R Saindane
4-B

FRIENDS
FOREVER

Make new friends
But keep the old
One is sliver
The other is Gold

A Circle is round
It has no end
That's how long
I'll be your friend.

Across the land

Across the sea,
Friends forever
We'll always be

SWIRLY-
WHIRLY
MUFFIN

I saw something swirly,
It was very tasty,

I Peeped from the window
It was a yummy mulfin

It was puffin, puffin, p'gffin

My mouth stafted watr:ring
Tip- Tip, Tip- Tip

The Baker squeezed it
And punched it

And put the icing onr it

I went in the shopr

To get the swirly-whirly muffin
It was a bit soft and veql- very

"TASry"
But I love this swirly- whirly muffin

Because it was puffin, Puffin, Puffin

Vishruti
Shah /
Neha
lGhirsagar
Class-V

Jump and Jiggle
Worms wriggle
Bugs jiggle
Rabbits hop
Horses clop
Snakes slide
Seagulls glide

Mice creep
Deer leap
Puppies bounce

Kittens pounce
Lions stalk
But I walk

Aditi singhal
Class II- A

Aishwarya
Iyer
VI-A



The Magic of the
Rainbow

The Rainbow appears in the sky

When we see the birds fly.

The magic of the Rainbow stafts
When there is peace is our heafts.
Whenever there is joy
We see the rainbow ahoy!
The magic of the rainbow stafts
When there is love in our heafts

If the princess loses her crown
The magic of the rainbow comes

down
The magic of the rainbow starts
When there is kindness in our
hearts.
If the babies cry
The magic of the rainbow will try
The magic of the rainbow will try
The magic of the rainbow starts

Aaria Abraham
Class - V

Teeth

Sometimes dairy milk, sometimes
6clairs
Sometimes milky bar...I like to eat..

oh! but what about my teeth??
Sometimes chocolate cake,

sometimes strawberry cake

Sometimes pineapple....i like to eat.

oh! but what about my teeth??

LIFE IS BEAUTY

Life is beauty, admire it
Life is bliss, taste it
Life is a dream, realize it
Life is a challenge, meet it
Life is a duty, complete it
Life is a game, play it
Life is a promise, fulfill it
Life is sorrow, overcome it
Life is a song, sing it
Life is a struggle, accept it
Life is a tragedy, confront it
Life is an adventure, dare it
Life is luck, make it
Life is too precious, do not destroy it
Life is life, fight for it

Siddhi Agarwal
VI

1. Once there were three ants the
first one said, he had 9 ants in front
of him and 4 ants behind him the
second one said he had 10 ants in

front of him and 10 ants behind him

the third one said he had no ants
behind and in front of him total
how many ants were there
- Because they were telling a lie.

2. Once a bullet train was going

west to east so where will the
smoke rise
- A bullet brain does not give smoke.

3. A boy was clutching a ten rupper
note. His mother asked him from

where did he get it he told that he

was beating Bobby and he told him
to stop.

4. Why does the prime Minister
go to work only at eveing why not
morning?
- Because prime minister is Pm not

am

5, Who does god respond to?
- To his friends

JASNEEP
CHOPRA
CLASS.3I
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Christmas
Christmas is always fun
And in the snow I like to run.

It comes on 25h December
And at that time it is always winter

It is Jesus Christ's birthday
And we make cakes in every way

Santa Claus is children's belief
When they get presents they heave
a sigh of relief

Christmas is always fun
And in the snow I like to run

Fatema
Kapadia
VI-A

Golden Toad

The first recorded account of Golden
Toad was by herpetologist Jay Sarag
in 1966 and the last sighting of
species was made in 1989. The toad
showcased by its brilliant golden
orange colour was native to tropical
cloud forest which surrounded
Montererde, Costa Rica.

Sahil D Chavan
III-D

My Sister

My sister is cute, she blinks her
eyes, she talks with me everyday
She plays with me, she smiles at me

everyday
Her eyes are bright, she is bright
I love her much more then others
She is two months old
Her name is Shravya

Alishka Shah
III-D

I often wonder
why?
I often wonder why, oh why
All grownups say to me
When your are old and six food high
What do you want to be?

I sometimes wonder what they'd say
If I should ask them all
What they would like to be,
If they were six years old, and
small.

Aishwarya lyer
VI-A

The Hoppity Frog

Green grass, clean water hoppity
hop I go
Oh! I can swim and there I can go
happily hop I go

Green slimy and long whippy tongue
where
Insect catching is really big fun
Oh! There you guessed right Im the
wratted
Amphibian the tiny slimy hoppity
frog

Styris Joseph
III-A,Cr .O \uLu
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My Father

I am glad you're my father;
You're really the best
As a dad you're a fine one
I'm so very blessed.

You're smart, and you're strong

Just a perfect dad blend
You're my father, my counselor

And a really good friend

I saw.,..
I saw a fishpond all on fire
I saw a house bow to squire

I saw a person twelve feet high

I saw a cottage near the skY

I saw a balloon made of lead

I saw a coffin drop down dead

I saw a sparrow run a race

I saw a two horses making lace

I saw a girl just like a cat
I saw a kitten wear a hat

I saw a man who saw this too,
And says through strange, theY all

are true.

Om Rajesh
Pawar
III-H

I love my
Teacher-
Ms M Freese

I love my teacher
She is full of life
I love my teacher
She is always bright
I love my teacher
For she doesn't get in a fight
And I love my teacher Mrs Freese

For she tells me to look on the side

that's bright

Ayush Bhalgat
III.A

MY PRINCESS

My Princess you look so beautiful

like my class teachers. You have a

cute face with your beautY.

Your eyes are blue like a mountain

dew. Your hair are curly and Your
shoes are shiny

Your dress is flairy. You like to eat
berries. Your hair are brown with
the yellow crown.

You have beautiful earings like the
fairy wings. My princess is the best

in the world.

Ishita Ramdasi
Class - II G

Hard Work- Key to
Success

Hold success by hard work. It's the
truth not a lie
Do you know why?
Because success slips away like sand

From your hand.

So dear friends, work hard daY bY

day, night by night
Year in and year out
So to the world I shout we Pass this
way
But once friends strive all

We can to wear the caP of success

Jyotish Batra
III-A

I

Yathafth
Nanda
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Friendship
True friends are like diamonds, costly, rare and rich
False friends are like dry old leaves fond everywhere
There are many ships, small ships, big ships
But there is no ship like friendship
Friendship is like a flower that blooms in sun or shade
The friend, who knows its value, will never let it fade

F- is for the funny things you say that make me smile
R- is for the radiant way you light up my life
I- is for the intelligence that you have shown you possess
E- is for the excellence you strive for each and every day
N- is for the nice things you say and do
D- is for the daring that you say once in a while
S- is for the way you selflessly give of yourself
H- is for your helping way I know I can count on
I- is for the interesting thing you share with me
P- is for passion you have for lifell

Friends are God's best gift in life
They are an inspiration and source of light
They give us satisfaction and make us bright
What should I say, they make our life?
They make the worst day the best day of our life,
Whenever we are sad they bring a smile
They take are madness and anger sometimes
And try to convince us to make evefihing right
They know us from within deep inside
We are an open book in front of them,
and they can read us anytime
We can share our joys and sorrows with them,
and they are ready to sacrifice their lives for friends

Our sorrows are related to their sorrows,
our joys are related to their joys
They make us feel so special that we feel we're on'cloud'
The pain of losing a friend is more than the pain of a lost
treasure So people value them'coz friends once lost cant be
gained again
Alone I can say - But together we shout'
Alone I can smile- but together we can laugh'
Alone I enjoy- but together we can celebrate'
That's the beauty of friendship that will always remain.

If you are alone, I'll be your shadow
If you want to cry I'll be your shoulder
If you need to be happy, I'll be your smile
But anytime you need a friend
I1ljust be me -

Shrutika
VI-B

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A EURO

As soon as I entered this fascinating world I was looked
upon with great expectations. The world was full of racism
yet I was held in high esteem. People from the United
States of America to Antartica looked at as soon rolled
out from the parent age of Europeans. Since economists,
raging much about me, I caught the apprehension of my
parents, the share market holders, the financial experts,
scholars, students and many others. On my birth I was
placed on the lap of my mother the Federal Bank,
Frankly, my brother Lira, my sister Sterling and my
extended family members like the Deutsche Mark the Yen
were quite jealous of me. I know my wofth and I reveal
this secret of mine hence fofth. I am a form of money
held or traded outside the country in whose currency its
value is stated. In future I would be globally acceptable by
the members of all the nations.
I now take pride of place in the Euro market, a financial
market which deals with European currencies. I do not
want to roll over but I? love to be accepted by the
developing as well as underdeveloped nations.

UTKARSH R VARMA
V
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Global Warming

Global warming isn't hard to explain
It leaves mother earth crying with
pain

This hurts our planet in every single
was
The changes could leave us all in
sorrow and dismay
We need to stop it not so the
temperature doesn't rise
People, plants and animals, we see
their demise
Changes in temperature do to the
depleting ozone layer
We really don't need it, so that you
care
Mother Nature can't do it all, so let's
give her a rest
We all need to try our level best
Our planet earth is precious and
cannot be replaced
We need to act now or our home
will be erased.

Shivali Mishra
III-H

Fast facts About
Mushrooms
. Fungi include mushroom, toad

stools, moulds, yeasts and
mildews

. Unlike plants, fungi cannot make
their own food
They feed on either living or dead
organisms
Most of the time fungi remain
hidden from view as they grow
through their food
It is only when they become
visible
Fruiting bodies have only one
purpose reproduction. They make
and release tiny spores that
enable fungi to reproduce.

Sahil D Chavan
III-D

CORRUPTION
Corruption is bad
That's why I am very sad
Why people do it, Oh God!
Why people say this word, Oh Lordl
Throw this word from my head
Then I will be very happy, not sad
I hate this word corruption
Hit this word out
Free us from tension
This is the only possible solution,

AVNEETARORA
V

Jokes

Teacher: Why are you late to class?
Pupil: Because of a road sign I saw
on way
Teacher: What did the sign say?
Pupil: It said, Go slow, school ahead

Costumer: The taste of the food you
served today was bad. It was very
good the day before.
Manager: I wonder how sir, it's the
same food that was served to you
the day before.

Teacher: Did you read my notes
Student: No sir, I failed on my own.

Shazia Khan
III-F
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Fruits...Fruits...
Fruits...

I say mangoes are the best

but...doctor says apples are the best

Now what shall we do?

Let's take grapes as the best, mY

sister says grapes are the best but

Mumma says oranges are the best,

Now what shall we do?

Let's take lemons as the best, mY

aunt says lemons are the best but'..

Daddy says water melon is the best

Now what shall we do?

Let's take strawberries as the best,

my cousin says strawberries are the

best but...
Monkeys say bananas are the best

Now what shall we do?

Let's take all fruits as the best'

Medhini
Venkatachalan
III-D

THE EARTH
UP IS SUN

Up is the Sun

Down is the Ground

Middle the Earth

Everything is on Eath
Like the impoftant Things

That every city needs

Air water & Green

But the imPortant thing
That is not there on the Earth.

Myshaa
Khan
Class * 2 D

TEACHER

I look at your face

So calm, so kind
And I feel great joY.

I came to school as a blank Page,
I would have written nonsense or

thrown the Page.
But, your warm smile Prevented me

Often I have erred
And you put me right
With a gentle shake of Your head,

The Magical Pencil

The Magical Pencil. A long time

ago, there lived a Pencil maker' He

used to make smooth and durable

pencils. Seeing his dedication and

hard work, one daY a fairy blessed

the pencil maker, and said You shall

be able to make magical pencils that
can talk, see hear and understand

our language.
The very next daY , the Pencil

maker made his first magical Pencil

and sold it...
From that daY his Pencils were

the children's favourite. As it would

help them not onlY to write neatlY

but also with great speech each child

wanted to write with it.

Pranay Bhalla
Class - 2 D

I was lost child for I knew not where

to turn
You held my hand and led me in to

the land of knowledge

With infinite understanding and love'

I knew not what was right or wrong,

You guided me along the Path of

truth,
Gently steering me towards its light.

I knew not what were riches and

jov,
You showed me the riches of
knowledge
And the joy in sharing and giving

O teacher, You are indeed the

sculptor of mY life

RISHITA
SINGH
v-c
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IF THERE WAS LIFE
IN NON.LIVING
THINGS

If there were life in Non- Living

things
I could dance with them
If there were life in them
I could play with them

But so sad
I kick them and throw them too
The shoes, my bag and books
Now they will cry boo, hoo, hoo.

Now they are angry
What should I do?
What should I do?
What should I do?

From what should/ make them
happy?

I think by not throwing them
Yes I think it's correct
You also do the same by not
throwing them.

Debarati Mitra
Class III - I

Up in the sky, what do I see?

One big Sun, shining at me.
Shining, Shining, Shining

Up in the sky, what do I see?

One little moon/ winking at me.
Winking, Winking, Winking.

Up in the sky, what do I see?
One little bird, flying in the sky
Flying, Flying, Flying,

GAUHAR
KUMAR
IV-A

DUELLING
PROVERBS

Duelling proverbs are a pair of
proverbs, contradictory to each
other. These proverbs are correct
when applied to life's circumstances.
But when these proverbs are viewed
without qualification, they contradict
each other. Look at the following
examples:
1. The pen is mightier than the

sword.
But: actions speak louder than
words.

2. Practice makes pefect.
But: All work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy.

3. He who hesitates is lost.
But: Look before you leap.

4. Clothes make a man.
But: Neverjudge a book by its
coven

5. Too many cooks spoil the broth.
But: two heads are better than
one.

6. There is safety in numbers.
But: better be alone than in bad
company.

7. Ask no questions and be told no
lies,
But: Ask and you shall receive.

KARN VIJRA
CLASS X*A"
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DID YOU KNOW

.... That village on stilts are found in India?
A. The nicolar islands are lashed by rain from November to janaru,
and from may to September. The people, therefore, build their home
on stilts, The area between the stilts is used as s courtyard. The huts
are buitk in a circle with an over space in the centre. Sometribes in the
Nofth Easthern states of India, Such as Arunachal Pradesh, also hore
houses on stilts.

Suhana Khan
Class-3-I
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RIDDLES

1. What is a space station?
A. A space station is special

kind of satellite designed so that
many people can stay in orbit
for a long time. ConsequentlY,

a space station has a living
quafters for its crew and carries
enough food,oxygen, water, etc.
for them to survere for months.

One crew can replace another
and supplies are also replenished
through shuttle services from
the eafth. It normally houses

laboratoties to conduct scheduled
experimanets and is also used as

a stopover for flights to Palnets
and other space miscions

Q2. Why do the pictures on a W

screen get disturbed when on

aero plane flies by?

A. Tv signals are transmitted in

the form of electron magnetic
waves, these waves may
get distupted by electrical
inteferences like inteferences
from electrical appliances)
aircrafts, thunderstorms etc. this
disturbs the picture on the sc.reen

Str8ng or work
There was a proud teak tree in the
forest.
He was tall and strong. There was

herb next to the tree.

The teak tree said , "I am very

handsome and strong. No one can

defeat me." Hearing this the herb

replied, "Dear friend, too much pride

is harmful. Even the strong will fall

one day."

The teak ignored the herb's words.

He continued to Praise himself.

A strong wind blew. The teak stood

firmly. Even when it rained, the teak
stood strong by spreading its leaves.

At the same time,
the herb bowed low.

The teak made fun'of the hurb.

One day there was a storm in the
forest. The herb bowed low. As

usual the teak did not want to bow.

The storm kept growing stronger.
The teak could no longer bear it. He

fell down. This was the end of the
proud tree. When every thing was

calm the herb stood straight. He

looked around. He saw the Proud
teak had fallen.

Rea Agarwal
Class - II A

KNOWLEDGE IS
POWER

Knowledge is power,

Like the head of a tower,
Knowledge is wealth,
For good health.

Knowledge can be stored in the
Corner of our head,

Knowledge is everything,
Great people have said.

Knowledge will make us further go,

Knowledge is what we have to
know,

Knowledge is what we need,

Which will make us always succeed.

ADITYA KUMAR
NAYAK
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Don't make me grow so fast,
It seems just like yesterday that I
was down,
Don't pluck me yet, I'm still a
seedling
With patience let me be grown.

If you nourish me with love and care

A delicious fruit I will bear,

But if you drench me with feftilizers
and to grow me fast will be your
aim,
The sweet fruit I could bear would
not taste the same.

I wish I could become a seed again.
You rushed me to become a plant

and now I'm almost a tree,
If only you had let me grow with my
own time
You would have seen my capability.

So if you plant another seed

let it be unique and don't convert it
into your done

Just give it love and affection
And you would be proud of what
you have sown

Shreya singh
Class VII -A

TICKLE YOUR BRAIN

1. What gets wetter and wetter the more it dries?

2. What can you catch but not throw?
3. What goes around the world but stays in a corner?
4. I have holes in my top and buttom, my left and right, and in

the middle. But I still hold water. What am I?

5. Give me food, and I will live: give me water, and I will die.

What am I?
6. Throw it off the highest building, and I'll not break, But put

me in the ocean/ and I will. What am I?
7. What can run but never walks, has a mouth but never talks,

has a head but never weeps, has a bed but never sleeps?

B. You use a knife to slice my head and weep beside me when

I am dead. What am I?
9. I am weightless, but you can see me. Put me in a bucket full

of water ,and I'll make it lighter. What am I?
10. I'm the part of the bird that's not in the sky. I can swim in

the ocean and yet remain dry. What am I?
11. I'm light as a feather, yet the strongest man can't hold me

for much more than a minute. What am I?
I fly, yet I have no wings. I cry, yet I have no eyes.

Darkness follows me: lower light I never see.

What is it that, after you take away the whole, some still
remains?
What jumps when it walks and sits when it stands?

At night they come without being fetched, and by day they

are lost without being stolen. What are they?

Yash Chopda
Class 7 C

Solutions
1. A towel 2. A Cold 3. A stamp 4. A sponge 5. Fire
6. A tissue paper 7. A river B. An onion 9. A hole 10.
A shadow 11. A breath 12. A cloud 13. The word
"Wholesome." 14. A kangaroo 15. Stars

12.

13,

14.

15.
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Mom says don't watch T.V

Dad says don't watch T.V

But Nobita can not do any thing
Doramon's gadget's want work
What do I do?

Mom says don't watch T.V

Dad says don't watch T.V

But Ninja's tricks want work
What do I do?

Mom says don't watch T.V

Dad says don't watch T.V

Power Ranger's powers want work
They are asking for my power
What do I do?

Qusaiy Mulla
Class - 2 C

My Parents ,',,,:,,,

.''...

You are both special in every way,

encouraging me more and more
each passing day.

You both are the reason what I am,
with you two not a thing could go

wrong anyway.
Thank you both for always being

there and showing me that you truly
care
Words could never explain how I
feel about you, but I hope you know
that I truly love you two.

Vanshika
Agarwal
1-F
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Bird Park

My visit to the zoo and bird park,

with my parents, was a lot of fun.
I got to see colorful birds like
parrots and flamingos. I also saw

eagles and vultures,
I could see animals like lion, white
tiger, giraffe, rhinoceros and zebra.

A hippopotamus was swimming
in the water. I was able to hold

a parrot on my hand and took a

picture with a baby penguin. It was

small and kept running away. I saw
large and long snakes like python. I
sat in a train which took me around
the zoo. I enjoyed my visit to the
zoo.

Tanishi
Ganguly
II-G

Visit to the 7oo and
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When God created
Teachers

When God created teachers,
He gave us special friends
To help us understand His world
And truly comprehend
The beauty and the wonder
Of everything we see/

And become a better person

With each discovery.

When God created teachers,
He gave us special guides

To show us ways in which to grow

So we can all decide
How to live and how to do

What's right instead of wrong,
To lead us so that we can lead

And learn how to be stronq.

Why God created teachers,
In His wisdom and His grace/

Was to help us learn to make our
world
A better, wiser place,

Ashlynn
Nazareth
II-G



A Girl in the Jungle

One day a little girl set off for a

walk. Suddenly the rain started' She

forgot her waY and went straight

into a jungle where she saw a

house. She entered the house and

saw a girl making tea, she asked the

girl "may I have some tea" the girl

said "ofcourse". The girl told her to
please stay with me as I have no

mother or father but the little girl

refused and said that her mother

will be searching for her. The little

girl then said Thank-you for the tea

and left. The rain stopped, the little
girl found her waY home. When she

reached home she found her mother

crying but when the mother saw her

daughter she was joYful.

Yashada
Ghanwat
Ii-F

Daddy's little girl

India
I =Independent
N= Nation

D= Declared

I-In
A=August

NeWS

N=North
F, = East

W=West
S=South

Arnav R Garde
II.F

You make mY life whole

Being adoPted bY You is mY goal

I love you Even when You tell me

stuff
or when you tell me its enough

I think you're great.

Putting uP with me makes You a

saint
I love it when we hang out

I am sorry for making You wanna

shout
I hope the adoPtion goes through

Daddy, you make me feel brand new

To the greatest dad in historY

Soniya S

Kamate
II-G

Snail

Snail upon the wall

Have you got at all

Anything to tell

About your shell

Only this my child

When the wind is wild

Or the sun is hot

It's all I've got

Ashish
Muley
II

What is the full
form of-



Prince and Princess
in the Ghost castle
Once upon a time there was a
beautiful princess who is was kind
hearted and always enjoyed playing
games with her friends. One day
she was playing hide-and-seek
with her friends. She had den.
While searching for her friends, she
entered inside a deep forest. She
forgot and started crying. She sat
near a well, Suddenly one ghost
came out of the well and caught
the princess. He took her fn an old
broken castle.
A bird sat on a tree near a well and
saw the princess but couldn't save
her. King, the princess father was
worried. They asked for help. A
brave young prince came fbrward
to help and went searching for the
princess in the forest, He saw that
bird and the bird told the prince the
entire story. Prince requested the
bird to help him in searching for the
princess. The bird went in search
of clues t know the princess, wear
about, The bird finally found the
princess and gave her the prince's
message. The bird returned and told
the prince the whereabouts of the
princess. The prince reached the
castle and fought with the devil. The
prince killed the devil and released
the princess. The prince and
princess lived happy ever after,

Dnyaneshwari
II

My Journey to the
Taj Mahal -

On December 26th my family
from Brazil came to Pune to visit us,
so we planned to go to see the Taj
Mahal. First we went to Delhi, we
took the train and spent two days in
the train. My cousin used to come to
my compaftment, we both used to
listen to songs , read books together
and play cars. At last we reached
Delhi and then we went to the
metro station. It was so beautiful. I
have never though of having that in
India, at least we don't have it here
in Pune.

In Delhi we stayed in Gurgaon
at my father's friend's house, We
had to wear warm clothes because
it was very cold. we went shopping
everyday and my father bought me
a P.S.P. We spent three days in Delhi
then moved to Agra. It was a 3 hour
journey.

The Taj Mahal was indeed

My Pet

Bingo is my pet dog
He sleeps like a log
He loves to play with a ball
He comes wagging his tail when I call
He is B years old
His coat is soft and shines like gold
Biscuits, he loves to eat
He goes for walks in the street
I love Bingo a lot
And I will forget him not.

beautiful with white marble stones.
I took a number of pictures of the
Taj. We hired a tour guide who
explained about the Taj Mahal. My
father took several pictures outside
but we were not allowed to click
pictures of the tomb inside the Taj.
My cousin's grandmother wasn't
aware of the rule and she clicked a
pictures of the tomb when suddenly
a guard stopped her from doing so.
We looked around for some time.
My mother then bough a "Taj Mahal
miniature" show piece. it was very
beautiful.

Our day was over, and we
headed back for Delhi. My mind
couldn't stop thinking about the
beautiful Taj Mahal. It was a tiring
day but worthy to see one of the
Seven Wonders of the World.

Aline
Dongardive
V-G

Tanvi Kothari
1-E
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Autobiography
of a Cuckoo

I am a little bird hoping to get
freed to see my family. I was born
in Australia with my sister: I am six
months old at present I live in India.
I use to live in Australia first but
my family shifted to India. It was
raining that day. It was so heavy
that we had a great difficulty in

finding our house. At last we chose
a mango tree (of course you know
that Cuckoo's like mangoes). Each

summer my parents used to get us
a small tender mango. My sister
use to love it. My friends used to
come and join is at dinner. One day
all of a sudden we heard a 'bullet'
sound and all the birds started flying
for safety. My sister and I were
too small to fly but we could fly to
a little distance only. The hunters
caught us and our parents. They out
us in different cages. This was the
lat tine I saw my dear family. I wish
that someone would buy me and
then set me free, so that I could at
least hug my family members.

-.+\
=\

My tdeal Teacher

Just as a potter moulds clay to
make pots, a teacher is paftly
responsible for molding the lives of
her students. Teaching is a noble
profession that pays very little but is
very challenging. Every body cannot
become a good teacher until she
listens to her inner voice that tell
her that she has been chosen for
the profession. The training that
one receives would help the person
to understand more about the
profession to make her job easy.

Hard work and perseverance are the
two impoftant qualities of a good
teacher apaft from this one also
needs to have patience, good moral
values and leadership qualities
to be able to impad knowledge.
Students should be motivated to
ask questions and participate in the
learning process other than become
spectators.

A good student is one who gets a

high percentage and has achieved
in securing a job but this is not so
according to me. A student should
be able to make independent
decisions at all times and once could
attribute this to a good and ideal
teacher.

Autobiography
of a Watch

I lie in a city dump and my time
telling days are nearly over. I await
for a person to come and tale me
but no one has come yet. So, now
here is the story about my life and
how I landed in this dump.

So it all started a ling time ago
in a factory in Switzerland, where
I was created and name Tissot;
allthe watches in the factory
were also named Tissot but had a
different code as their last name.
Then, I was taken in a truck and
was transferred to a mall. There
were many people who bought all
the watches but I was lonely as
no one bought me. I was there
for many days till a boy with short
hair and dark skin pointed at me
and I was finally purchased. His

name was Jim and he took very
good care of me. He said I was
his favourite watch. He carried
me every where, he even went to
school with me. My school friends
were Vicky, the pen, Moft, the
eraser/ Tom, the pencil and Kevin,
the sharpener. Now, here comes
the worst paft. Jim went to a
soccer class and was arguing to let
me play with him but the instructor
did not allow it. So he safely put
me in his bag but a boy slowly
crept and took me and ran away.
He did not take god care of me.

I was badly injured and one day
he did not fasten me tightly and I
slipped and fell into the dustbin.
I was carried in a truck and was
dumped into the city dump. I
waited to be collected by Jim and
not that boy who was my worst
nightmare.

Dhruv Ravi Krishnan
IV-E

Rhea Mahesh
Kumar
IV-I
127456

Sakshi Jagtap
IV- A
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GOOD
COMPANY

A Teacher shows three toys to
a student and asks the student to
find out the differences. All three
toys seemed to be identical in their
shape, size and material. After keen

observation, the student observes
holes in the toys. The first toy had

holes in the ears. The second one
had one hole in the ear and one in

the mouth. The third one had onlY

one hole which was in the ear,

Then with the help of a wire,

the student put the wire in the ear

of the first toy. The wire came out
from the other ear. In the second

toy, when the wire was put in
the ear the wire came out of the
mouth. And in the third one, when

the wire was put in ,it did not come

out.
The first toy represents those

people around you who give an

impression that they are listening

to all your problems and care for
you. But they just pretend to do so.

After listening, as the wire comes

out from the other ear, the things
you said to them by counting on

them are gone. So be careful while
you are speaking to such PeoPle
who do not care for you.

The second toy rePresents those
people who listen to you and give

an impression that they care for
you. But as in the toy, the wire
comes out from the mouth, These
people will use your words, against
you by telling it to others and

bringing out the confidential issues

I

J

c

Once
They
Some
While
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SNOW DAY

Snow is falling on the ground

Piling up in enormous mounds
School is cancelled for the daY

Children run outside to play

Snowballs are thrown in the air

No one has any care

Because the day is a snowy one

Snowmen are stacked very high
Their top hats almost skim the skY

To make them round they must Pat
Then finish off with mitten and hat

As the weather gets cold
The children are told
To come inside and eat
Hot chocolate with a couple of treats

the kids are done
put on their gears for some more fun
of them played around
other kids just lay on the ground.

for their own purpose.

In the third toy, the wire does

not come out of it. Those kinds of
people will keep the trust You have

in them. They are the ones whom

you can count on.

MORAL OF THE STORY: AlwaYs

stay in the comPanY of PeoPle who

are loyal and trust worthY. PeoPle

who listen to what You tell them,
are not always the ones You can

count on when you need them the
most.

Ajeeta
Srivastava
Class - 7 C

Another kid made snow angels

Until the dog named Bojangles

Ran through his masterPiece
But then the owner yelled cease

After Bojangles
Ruined all the snow angles
Kids slid down the hill

Till they were bitten by a chill

Almost over is the daY

The children staft to walk awaY

As snow falls, so does the sun

Time to go in, the daY is done

Yash Kumbhar
Class - 7 C



IflwereaDoctor
Everybody wants to achieve

something in life and work hard

towards their aim. My aim is to
become a doctor and here is a

reason for that. In my life I have

experienced the need of a good

doctor in society.

Few days ago when my father
met with an accident, he had to
travel a long distance from home
to see a doctor and that we the
time when he could not walk. Due

to the unavailability of a good

doctor in a nearby hospital, we

could not avail proper treatment
for my father. When my mother
has an ear infection, the doctor
in our neighbourhood could not
detect the problem correctly.
This worsened the health of my

mother. However, after being
treated by another good doctor,

she recovered from her illness. My

mother had to go through a lot of
pain and misery. These incidents
made me realize the impoftance
of being a doctor, I then decided

to study hard in order to get admitted into a well reputed medical college.

I aim to become a cardiologist. I would take up this profession as a

means of social service and also for a noble cause. This would give me an

opportunity to serve my country. I would not charge high consultation fees

in fact I will not take money from those who can't afford. I would instead go

to a village to set up a clinic. I would try to teach villagers to have faith in
doctors rather than myths.

If I were a doctor I would treat the patients with kind words and respect

them as human beings. I think this also helps to cure the patients along with

medicines. A doctor is a person who is respected in society and I would try to
live up to it. I would treat this profession as a means of social service and not

as a business.

Parijat Lothe
III-A

Never say Never

We live in a world full of negative
thoughts. One greatly sued negative
word in'never'. I would like to
explain this through a shott story-

Once a man went to his father and

said- "Father, you promised me a

skateboard last month, but I have

not got it as yet. You never give me

things you promise me on time".
The Youngman said" You never
keep your promises". His father
replied "You will get it the year after
next". The son asked "Why do you

postpone it each time I say never?

His father said "because'Never say

Never'. In being negative we fail,
while in being positive we succeed,

Srinivasan
Kidambi
IV-B
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Autobiography
of a Watch

"Hey Kimaya, be careful, you will
break my glass box!1" I was surprised
and looked here and there but there
was no one around. "I was shocked
to find that a wrist watch was talking
to me from the glass box. I carefully
took out the box and opened it. The
watch continued talking. I was once
beautiful and useful too. As these
happy days are gone, I am hour old
and worthless,

I was born in a factory in
Switzerland. My friends and I were
imported to Mumbai by a rich
merchant. We were displayed in

a fine showcase in his shop. Your
grandfather came to the shop and
bought me to gift it to your father
for his success. Your father was very
happy to have me and always wore
me. I attended many functions,
cricket matches, picnics, meetings
with my master. For many years
I gave my master a trouble-free
service. Gradually my beauty began
to face and one fine day I fell down
from my master's hand, My glass and
hands were broken. Your father got
me repaired, but then I started giving
him problems. At last he placed me in
a glass box and kept it in the corner
of the cupboard. He then purchased

a new watch. Since then I am lying
lonely here. But I am satisfied that
your father was kind enough not to
throw me away. He has preserved me
to keep your grandfather's memories
alive. I was moved by the story of the
watch and ran to my father to share
this experience.

Kimaya
Waghmode
IV-E

My Christmas
List of Gifts

Christmas is coming
How lovely it is
And now I am writing
My Christmas list of gifts

This list is for Santa
So neatly I should write
My writing should be fancy
Oh! What a lovely sight
I want a bicycle
And a lovely comb
A nice little dolly
And gloves for my mom

A mobile is what I wish for
Along with a thrilling storybook
A very pretty dress
And a mirror in which I can take a
look

So this is it
I tell you Christmas fascinates me
I cant wait for tomorrow morning
To see gifts under my Christmas
tree.

Aashna Rai
IV-D

Jokes:

Teacher: What travels faster, heat or
cold?

Student: Heat, because we can
catch cold.

Rita: I told Amar that I did not want
to see him any more.
Sita: And what did he do?
Rita: He pulled the cover over his
head.

Teacher: Ram, what does'etc'at the
end of the sentence mean?
Ram: It means we do not know
anything fufther than this.

Aryan Jagtap
1-G
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A b c d.rr'rr
for the new
generation!!

A - Angry Birds

B - Bollywood
C - Cyber Caf6
D - Disco

E - E-mail
F - Facebook

G - G-mail
H - Hot-mail
I - Internet
J - Just Dial
K - Kingfisher
L - Linkedln
M - Microsoft
N - Network
O - Olx.com
P - Phone

Q -Quickr.com

R - Robbery

S - Software
T - Tatoos

U - Uninor
V - Virus
W - What's App
X - X-Mas

Y - Yahoo

Z - Zapak

The Person
I admire the most

We are all human beings who admire
and love some person or the other in
this world, Some admire film stars,
some sports players, some noblemen
and some political leaders.

The person I admire the most
is my dear father who is like my
friend. I respect him and listen to
whatever he says. When he comes

home in the evening after a hard

day's work I immediately open the
door and give him a hug and smile.

Very often he comes home from
work looking extremely worried,
my heaft understand his feelings.
So I try to be happy and help him

offering a cup of tea to him. He

always takes pain when I am sick

and look after me till I am alright.
On my birthday he arranged a grand

party with surprises galore. During

my winter vacations he took us to
Darjeeling and Gangtok and we
thoroughly enjoyed with him. It was

a memorable holiday. He gives us

good things like dresses, sweets,

chocolates etc and is always thinking
of how he can make us happy. Very

often he takes us out for eating
good food and for watching movies.

When I grow old I will always take
care of him and try and understand
his feelings, make him happy and

tell everyone that he is my "best
Daddy in the world"!!
I pray to God to keep him happy and

as he always says, that, we should

study hard, I shall do so for he is my

most admired person in the world.

Pratibha Bose
IV-B

My Father

My father's name is Hemant Kuvar.

He is a Software Engineer. He works
in Accenture Software Ltd. He is
honest and hard working. My father
is a very busy man.

My father is forty years old. He

is healthy and smart, He gets up

early in the morning and goes for a

morning walk. I love and respect my
father. He also loves me a lot.

This is my father
So brave and strong
Who works for his family

Omar
Shewan
IV-E

o

All day long
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If Iwerea Millionaire
If I were a millionaire, first of all, I will travel around the world. I would

visit all the famous places- Disneyworld and Coral Reef in Australia, The big
Ben in London, The Eiffel Tower in Paris etc and also meet my friends and
family. I will tour around the world in my own time and pace. I am sure it will
take me years to accomplish this but I am sure I will have lots of fun. At the
end of the tour I would have a rich knowledge of our planet. Of course I will
build a huge mansion with a beautiful garden in it. It would also have a huge
playroom for my board games, and big cupboards to store my dresses and
shoes. It will also have a huge library filled with interesting books and videos.

I would do my best for society. I would build a large club house where
people of all ages could come and utilize it. The club house will have sporting
facilities for tennis, badminton, hockey, gymnastics and cycling and also
equipments for people to stay fit.

I would build many hospitals in the city to provide medical facilities. Our
country has progressed a lot and we do have good medical facilities, but poor
people cannot afford them. I would build a hospitaljust for the poor with
modern facilities where the poor could get medical assistance free of cost.

Unfortunately, when we becomes rice we forget the condition of those
who are less fortunate. Would be very pleased to donate money to social
service organizations, orphanages and homes for the aged.

So my motto would be "live and let live"!

Aryana Suren
IV-V

A summer vacation always brings
a lot of fun and excitement for me.

Last summer I went to Kolthare
along with my cousins. I packed

my bag with board games/ football
and beach-wears. We reached at
two otlock in the afternoon. The
cottages were lovely.

There were coconut trees with
hammocks. We had lovely home
made food. I had dal-rice, potato
and fried fish. They served modaks
in the evening. Then I dashed to the
beach. I saw crabs busy digging in

the sand. I saw a dead starfish and

tuftle along the shore. I watched the
sunset and the night sky was clear
with twinkling stars. I saw one or
two shooting stars. Then everyone
had coffee sang songs and hit the
bed at twelve otlock midnight.

The next day we moved to a hot
water spring. Tanks were built for
the people to take baths. There
were ancient caves near by. Once

again we went to the beach and I
watched dolphins jumping over the
waters. Then I built sand castles.
The next day we all made our way
to Pune. I felt sad to leave the
beach and happy to reach my sweet
home.

Kevin Victor
1-A



My discovery
Kids laptop

I have a tiny discovery kids laPtoP.

It's a teach and talk exPloration

laptop
It is very different from the other

laptops because it is sPeciallY

designed for kids and there is so

much to explore like wild nature, the

solar system,the world of music,

different places to visit, invention,

and games for the brains.

I got this discovery laPtoP as a

gift from my father from USA and

I treasure this gift as one of mY

precious gifts. I like this laptop very

much not onlY because I PlaY with

it but also I get to learn so manY

other things.

Geetanjali W
II-E

Chintu and the
Vendor

Chintu was a very clever, bold and

smart boy. Once he bought berries

from a vendor.

The vendor gave him the berries

which was less in weight. As Chintu

was watchful, the vendor could not

outsmart him. Chintu immediatelY

said, "Why are You giving me less

berries?" The cunning vendor said,

"Because less will be easier for you

to carry!"
Chintu quicklY Put some moneY into

the vendor's hand and walked off'

The vendor counted the moneY

and found it short. He called out
to Chintu; "You have given me less

money." Chintu sharPlY rePlied,

"Isn't it easy to count, sir!"

Moral: Those who PlaY smart are

likely to be outsmafted'

Laiba Khan
II-I

Who made the first
Ice-cream?

The first ice-cream was ProbablY
made by chance when some one

accidentally left some milk outside

on a cold night and it froze!!

Alexander the great enjoYed

ice-cream made with milk, fruit
juice, honey and snow in the
fourth century B.C. and the Roman

emperor Nero ordered ice to be

brought from the mountains and

combined it with fruit toPPings'

The Chinese also had a method of
making ice-creams and some believe

that ice-cream came to EuroPe from

China.
It was Quintus Maximus, a Roman

General, who first wrote down a

recipe for ice-cream. Marco Polo

brought the Chinese recipe to Venice

after his visit to Peking, The king

of England Charles is suPPosed to

have offered his chef a handsome

reward to keep his ice-cream recipe

a secret!
Your favourite ice-cream cone was

invented by a Pastry maker Ernest

Hamwi in 1904, at the World Fair

in St, Louis. He Put a scooP of
ice-cream on his Pastry when an ice-

cream seller in a neighbouring stall

ran out of dishes- and it became an

instant hit!

Rajul V Shitar
2-r



Quiz Time

1. The first death anniversary of
Rajiv Gandhi was observed as-
a) Secularism Day b) Anti-Terrorism
Day

2. 20th August is celebrated as-
a) Earth Day b) Sadbhavan Divas

3. January 15th is celebrated as-
a) Ugandhi b) Army Day

4. National Maritime day falls on-
a) April 5th b) June 5,t

5. Teacher's day is observed on
which date?
a) September 5th b) November 14th

6. Which day is observed as World
Food day?
a) August 16th b) October 16th

Pranav
Sonawne
II-I

My most enjoy-able
summer vacation
My last summer vacation was the
most enjoyable one as I got to visit
my favourite place, Switzerland. It
is known as 'heaven on earth'and
also known for scenary and snow.
We were in Switzerland for B days.
We visited Zurich, we saw the lake
and also visited my father's office.
We then went to Luzern and places
around it like Mt. Titlis, Interlaken
and Jungfraujoch. In Titlis we went
in rotating cable car. We played a
lot in the snow. The Railway station
in Jungfraujoch is known as top of
Europe railways station. We traveled
in a train which went in the snow,
we saw ice sculptures. We also
went to Interlaken where most
of the people use cycles to move
around, I also hired a cycle and
enjoyed cycling. On the way back
we celebrated my father's bifthday
in Dubai airport.
I must thank my parents for taking
me to Switzerland and making it my
best vacation.

Did you know?
1. The Taj Mahal is completely built

of Marble
2. The most commonly used letter

in the alphabets is "E"
3. The smallest bones in the human

body are found in the ears
4. Honey is the only natural food

which does not get spoilt.
5, Australia was originally called

"New Holland"
Hummingbirds are the only birds
that can fly backwards.
French fries are originally from
Belgium
Paper originated in China
The dot in the letter'i' is
called'title'.

Ameya
Herlekar
II.I

6.

B.

9.

Nehal Gudihal
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My Red Ferrari

I have a red Ferrari, it has clock
wheels
I play with it all the time in my
house and in my garden
My Ferrari has two bright lights
which glows brightly likes cats eyes
I drive it very fast with its red bright
remote in my hand
My friends love my toy Ferrari
They come to my house to play with
it. We all race with our cars
But its always my Ferrari which wins
the game.

Sayak
Mukherjee
1-E

What is the difference
between here and there?
Ans: 'T'

What is the only thing you can
break when you say its name?
Ans:'Silence'

Jokes:
Teacher: Give me a sentence
with an object.
Pupil: You're a very beautiful
teacher.
Teacher: What's the object?
Pupil: A good gradel!

Poem:
You've been the greatest
mother to me
Teaching me many things that
others never see
And so I write to you this very
day
Thanking the lord that he may
bless you in every way
Thank You, I Love You Mom.

Tanush
Yadav
1-F

WORDS OF
MOTHER TERESA

On Povefi
"I see God in every human being. When
I wash the leper's wounds, I feel I am
nursing the lord himself. Is it not a
beautiful experience?"
1974 interview,

On the Nobel Peace Prize
" I choose the poverty of our poor people.
But I am grateful to receive (the Nobel)
in the name of the hungry the naked,
the homeless, of the crippled, of the
blind, of the lepers, of all those people
who feel unwanted, unloved, uncared-
for throughout society, people that have
become a burden to the society and are
shunned by everyone"
Accepting the Nobel Peace Prize, 1979

On War
"I have never been in a war before, but I
have seen famine and death. I was asking
(myself), what do they feel when they do
this? I don't understand it. They are all
children of God. Why do they do it? I don't
understand.
Beirut 1982, during the fighting between
the Israeli army and Palestinian guerillas.

On retirement
"God will find another person, more
humble, more devoted, more obedient to
him, and the society will go on."
Kolkata 1989, after announcing her
intention to retire..
"I was expecting to be free, but God has
his own plans."
Kolkata 1990, when the sister of her order
persuaded her to withdraw her resignation.

Rishika Sharma
Class 7 - C

Riddles:

rJ'
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SAFETY

Safety rules means" Rules for
protection".
You have to remember safetY rules

for protection. Always be aleft while

walking.
We should walk on the footPath.

Where there is no footPath, walk

on the right side of the road. Do

not play with glass or other sharP

things, Do not touch an iron and

other working machines, Do not
touch the gas stove.

We need safety rules to staY out of
danger.

Share a Smile

The signal flashed red ;at
the crossing
My driver brought the car to

a halt
Now if I would be late to
school
Would it really be mY own

fault?
Anxiously, I peePed out of
the car-window
For the light to turn amber,

then green

When my eyes met those of
a poor boy
Looking more anxious, than
I had been

He stood on the narrow

road-divider
Grumbling cars and fuming

bikes everywhere
His hands now stretched,
now withdrawn
Wondering if I had anYthing

to share

So did I wondeL delved
quickly into mY Pockets
Found nothing worth giving

that he'd value
We exchanged sad looks of
disappointment
"Never mind: his eYes sPoke

At least you wanted to...."
The awaited flash of amber,

then green!

I waved and gave a smile of
pure joy
That smiles been a gift to
my memory.

Reema
Nayak
III.A

PALINDROME
WOW!

Palindrome is s regular number. It
can be approached anYWaY. Look at

it from the front or from the back'

It works sometimes it maY take

much longer for You to get to a
palindrome in addition.

Take 132. It is not a Palindrome. But

Verse it and add to itself.

1) 132 + 23L = 363

2) 68 + 86 = I54+45I =
605+506= 1111

3) Dadl

4) No Lemons, No Melon

5) Radar!

6) Evil Olive

7) Do Geese see God?

B) Never odd or Even

9) Maisanunaslam
10) A Dog! A Panic in a Pagoda!

11) Cigar? Toss IT in a can, It is so

Tragic.

12) Malayalam

Ashuthosh
Garde
Class - II E

Vedant S.

Shetty
Class * 2 E
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Amazing
Science Facts

1. There are 62,000 miles of blood
vessels in the human body- laid
end to end they would circle the
eafth 2.5 times.

2. Over 2000 kms long, The
Great Barrier Reef is the largest
livening structure on the earth.

3. 5o/o of those with autism are
left-handed.

4. The risk of being struck by a
falling meteorite for a human
is one occurrence every 9300
years.

5. The oceans contain enough salt
to cover all the continents to a
depth of nearly 500 feet.
60-65 million years ago, dolphins
and humans shared a common
ancestor.
An average person accidentally
eats 430 bugs each year of their
life.
The temperature on the surface
of Mercury exceeds 4300 during
the day, and at night drops to
minus 1800
Butterflies taste with their hind
feet, and their taste sensation
works on touch- this allows them
to determine whether a left is
edible.

[0.We can produce laser light
a million times brighter than
sunshine.

Simone
Khorshedi
2-r

MY BEST FRIEND

My name is Jiya Sinha. My best
friend's name is Divija. She plays
and studies with me.

She has a group of friends and
we play together. She is a very
kind girl. She studies with me in
Bishop's Co-Ed school Undri.

She is short in height. Her eyes
are black. Her hair is long and
curly. She is very slim and pretty
too. She is in the 2nd Standard. We
are very good friends.

JIYA SINHA
CLASS _ 2 E

Life is mathematics,
Friends are added
Enemies are subtracted
Joys are multiplied
And sorrows are divided
Life is a Chemistry.
Precipitate your sorrows
Filter it in your happiness
Evaporate your tears and
You will get crystals of joy.

Taniya
Kothari
IV-A

Joke

A panda walks into a restaurant.
It had a meal there. As it was
walking out, the cashier asked for
the payment. Panda pulls out its
pistol, shot in the air and began to
walk out. It told the astonished
cashier "Look it up the dictionary
and find out who I am".
The cashier pulled out the
dictionary and found the definition.
It said: Panda a bear like creature
with black and white marks, that
eats, shoots and leaves.

Sakina I
Godhrawala

8.

9.
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Mother Nature

Mother Nature is so green, Mother

Nature is so clean

Oh! Mother Nature, You are so

beautiful, so beautiful indeed!

Your trees and flowers are full of
life.
Oh! Mother Nature You are so

serene
Your flow of water is so Pure and

crystal clear
Mother Nature should be kePt green

Mother Nature should be kePt clean

Oh! Mother Nature You are so

generous and giving

We, mankind take You for granted

We abuse and misuse You and

refuse to see your Pain
The very air we breathe
The Lord has used you to bless us

with
Mother Nature you are in danger

But not for long, cause I am gonna

save you

And encourage peoPle to save You

too
You are too Precious to let go.

Joshua Kale
IV-B

My Family

My mummy, my mummy is very
hardworking and caring

As she always takes good care

of me.
My daddy, my daddY is little
strict but helpful
As he always helPs me in

studies
My small brother, small brother
is very sweet and naughtY

As he always tries to tear mY

books
My grandma, my grandma she

is my best friend
As she always tells me what is
wrong and right
My grandpa, my grandPa

always makes me haPPY

As he always brings sweets and

toys
I am so lucky, so luckY

To have such a loving familY'

Bagpipe man

Here comes the bagPiPe man!

With a kettle, can and a Pan, out

the rats ranl
Some settled in a can, some in a

Pdfl,
"Please everyone settle in a kettle!

Or I will turn You into a beetle!!"

said, the bagpiPe man'

Here comes the bagPiPe man!

The kettle started to remove smoke.

And the rats began to choke,

Some began to make coke. Some

began to poke

And some started making jokes!!

Here comes the bagPiPe man!

To take his moneY, the king looked

funny
His name was JohnY, "You shall have

no money" said JohnY

The bagpipe man became lonelY.

Here comes the bagPiPe man!

To take his revenge. And he took

away all the children to his den

And made them his men'

Here comes the bagPiPe man!

He gets his moneY, And the PeoPle
never bothered to
Callthe bagpiPe man again.

Aradhya Jain
IV-D



BE YOURSELF!

Why would you want to be someone else

When you could be better by being yourself

Why pretend to be someone you are not

When you have something you haven't got

Cheating yourself of the life you have to live

Deprives other of that only which you can give

You have much more to offer by being just you

Than walking around in someone else's shoes

Trying to live life of another is a mistake

It is a masquerade: nothing more than a fake

Be yourself and let your qualities show through

Others will love you more for being just you

Remember that God loves you just as you are

To him you are already a bright shining star

Family and friends will love you more too

If you spent time practicing just being you

Aadhya Bhalle
Class - 7 A

Flappy

I have a little canary
Who loves to flY, flY, flY'

But when she gets angry

She stafts to cry cU, cU'

There seems to be no way

To make her hap, haP, haPPY

Then sometimes she acts a bit snaP,

snappy

only one way to

WORDS ARE FEATHERS

There was once a girl named Angelina, who was in

seventh standard. She danced very well but was weak in

her studies. In the same class, there was a girl named

Floris who was an all- rounder, but she was not a good

dancer.
Once there was a function in their school and

Angelina was appointed to give a speech, rather than

Floris who was an all-rounder. Floris was quite huft.

During their interval, Floris without thinking once,

insulted Angelina in front of the whole class. Angelina

did not understand her intention and got upset.

Later, during their value education class, the teacher

taught them about morals, attitude and how to think of

others. Then Floris realized her mistake' She narrated

what happened during the interval between Angelina

and her. The teacher said, "Floris, today on your way

back home, drop feathers on the path' Collect them

tomorrow on your way from home to school. She did as

the teacher asked her to do'

Unfortunately, next day she was unable to get the

feathers because they were very light and had flown

away. Likewise, words once spoken cannot be retrieved'

So before saying or speaking anything think a hundred

times so that the person does not feel bad'" Floris

immediately said sorry to Angelina and they became

good friends. So friends, always remember words once

spoken cannot be retrieved. So think before you speak'

Vaishnavi Gangadhar
Class - 7 C
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I love my family

I love my mother when she
kisses me
I love my father when he
spends times with me
I love my sister when she
plays with me
I love my family when they
do such things with me

Priya
Patil
II-I

I fly high

i fly high and high in the sky
With the birds, kites and aeroplanes.
And the helicopters, on m1r yy3y

The wind makes me go sidle to side
Sitting on the clouds and vuatching
the tides
This is the dream I always see
Watching the blue-blue sky.

I am a child who is in the youth and
tells the truth
I am a child who says a word to call
a bird indeed
I am a child who is weak but seeks
everything
I am a child who wants a stage wide
to sing with pride
i am a child who loves the colour
white because it's bright
I am a child who saves water, like a
lovely daughter
I am a child who cries at night and
sees the skies
I am a child who walks in a row and
ties a bow
I am a child who never tells lies, as
my eyes are wide
I am a child who thinks old is gold.

Shagun
Agarwal
III-F
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Butterfly, butterfly
Butterfly,
Butterfly,
Butterfly,
Butterfly,
Butterfly,

butterfly, fly in the sky
butterfly flies so high
butterfly lands on my thigh
butterfly motionlessly lies
butterfly gracefully dies

Ashwini
Aadhav
III-B
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School

We go to school and we learn

We go to school and we laugh

We go to school and we make

friends
But parents think something else

"You should do better; You should

work harder,

Try to do your best and strive to
be a star"

Does school offer us nothing more

than grades?

But I think that school is not onlY

for grades.

My school teaches us how to
respect and live life.

Laiba M Syed
1-I

What does the
Bee do?

What does the Bee do?

What does the Bee do?

Bring home honey.

And what does father do?

Bring home money.

And what does mother do?

Lay out the money.

And what does baby do?

Eat up the honey.

Afrah
Khan
1-B

A Day at School

Tick Tock! Tick Tock! goes the
clock
I reach my school by B otlock
Tring-tring goes the bell

I start my work, oh so well.

Shh-shh goes my teacher
Finish your work and take

signature
Umm-umm goes my tummY

Give me Tiffin cooked by mY

mummy.
Reading, learning all is done
I rush to the bus, wow! It is
fun
Pom-pom goes the driver
Waiting at the gate is mY

mother
I am done for the day
Back I am home hip-hop-
hurrayls

Hadeed
Khaki
1-A

Sc.HtooL

JUST BECAUSE
I LIKE

The road to success is not straight
There is a curve called failure

A lane called confusion
Speed bumps called friends
Red lights called enemies
Caution lights called familY

You1l have faults called jobs

But if you have determination
An engine called perseverance

Insurance called faith
A driver called GOD

You'll make it to a place called

SUCCESS!

Rajiv Khopade
Class - 7 A
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Teacher,
Teacher

Teacher, teacher, teacher,
teach me now
Teacher, teacher, teacher,
guide me now
Teacher, teacher, teacher,
show the way
You are my light
You are my guide.

Teacher, teacher, teacher,
comfod me
Give your listening ears when
Icry
Help me find the strength in
what I can
You are my help
You are my guide.

Teacher, teacher, teacher,
build me up
When I do wrong, show me
what is right
Teacher, teacher, teacher, let
us laugh
You are my friend
You are my guide.

Pafth
Gupta
II.E

CATERPILLAR

Brow and furry
Caterpillar in a hurry
Take your walk
To the shady leaf or stalk
Or what not
Which may be the chosen
sport
No toad spy you
Hovering bird of prey pass by
you
Spin and die
To live again- a buttefly

NAYANA
MAJETI
Class - 2 G

BRAND NEW SHOES

I brought a brand new pair of shoes.
You simply have to see
They are purple, pink and pretty
They're as lovely as can be!

They're topped with silver sparkles
So they shimmer in the sun
They're awesome when I'm walking
And they're stunning when I run!

See my friends come running to me
When they see me on the street
Indeed my shoes are pretty
They look like fairy's feetl

Tanis Hengorani
Class - 2 I

GOING TO
scHooL
As I enter Bishop's school today
Pink bag on my shoulder
I see my friends laugh and play
And feel a little bolder
We yell, we scream/ we cry and
flght
But the Teacher's strict.... So we
study, all right
Nothing beats the good old way
We beat the others in work and
play
Coz Bishops it is, the finest of all,
Standing proud and grey and tall!

Nandini
Menon
Class - 2 G
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THE SECRET

How does the busy squirrel
know
The place where nuts and

acorns grow?
What makes him pick them

from the ground

And hide them where theY

can't be found?

How does he know on winter
days,
Just where his winter
storehouse lays?

We know the secret, every bit:

God tells the squirrel all of it.

Ruhaan
Bhalla
Class-II-I

RIDDLES

1. Where do fish keep their
money?
2. If you throw a white rock

into the Red sea, what does it
become?

3. What asks no question but
demands an answer?
4. What belongs to you, but is
used more by others?
5. What do chickens and bands

have in common?
6. Why did the cow cross the
road?
7. What goes up when the rain

comes down?
B. No sooner spoken than broken.

What is it?
9. What do you call an elePhant
with wings?
10. What does a policeman have

in his sandwich?

ANSWERS

1. In the river bank
2. Wet
3. A doorbell!
4. Your name
5. Drum sticks
6. To get to the MOOvies!

7. An umbrella!
B. Silence
9. A jumbo jet!
10. Traffic Jaml

Soumyadip
Niyogi
Class - 2 I

TIME

Sixty seconds in a minute:
How much good can I do in it?
Sixty minutes in an hour:
Allthe good that's in mY Power!
Twenty hours and four, a daY:

Time to work and sleeP and
play!!

AGES

When I was one.

I had just begun.

When I was two

I was nearly new

When I was three

I was hardly me.

When I was four

I was such a bore.

When I was five,

I was just alive

But now I am six, I'm as clever

as clever can be.

So I think I'll be six now forever

and ever!



1) Strong wooden box- Chest
2) Tall trees - Palm

3) Kind of weapon - Arms
4) Kind of snack - fingers
5) Carpenter's tool - nail
6) Narrow Part of a bottle - neck
7) Bristles of a comb - Teeth
B) Where the river meets the see-
mouth
9) Young one of a cow - calf
10) Potato buds - eyes
11) Shakes while walking - hips
12) Wall clock - hands
13) Unit of length - feet

Kshitfi
Abbalkotkar
Class - II G

MONEY CANT BUY HAPPINESS

How many times have you heard the phrase-'money cannot buy happiness'?
Have you given it a thought yet? Happiness is a feeling we find within our
own selves as human beings. An object would not be able to define that
happiness. An object cannot make a person happy for a lifetime. Happiness
comes from our friends and family and more importantly, how we feel inside,
in our mind. Money is not evefihing and it is sad that nowadays a lot of
people have not figured that out. Some people are so caught up in what they
think is happiness and live their whole lives being miserable. The increase in
income just doesn't seem to make people happier.
It doesn't matter how poor you are, nothing is stopping you from singing a
song or writing a poem.
"Happiness is found by those who seek it for themselves."

Keshav Malhotra
Class-VIII-C

PROCRASTINATION IS THE THEIF OF TIME

It is said never put off for tomorrow what you can do today. Yet there are
many people who have the habit of postponing things. Such people do not
realize the dangers of delaying. Work does not disappear if we postpone it.
One way or the other it has to be done. The more we postpone the more
work piles up. Finally we no choice but to tackle it. Then the amount of work
seem too much. We then have to work for long hours under fret, strain and
tension. Finally we do it hurriedly and in a careless manner.

Again, when some work is delayed, the time which would have been
profitably used is wasted. Time wasted is time lost forever. Hence,
procrastination, that is the habit of postponing things, is rightly called the
thief of time.

Sometimes a very heavy price is to be paid for delaying thtngs. The
students who goes on postponing studies will need to burn the midnight oil
for the last minute preparations.

Hence, I would like to conclude by saying that time is a very important
thing and it is very less in our lives.

Aliyah Sheikh
Class 7 C
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DISCOVERY OF SILK

Silk was discovered in china during 1500-2000 B.c' The discovery of silk

wasalsoachancediscovery'The|egendgoesthataChineseprincesswas
once loitering in the royal garden when a maid servant brought a cup of hot

tea for her. The princess mwed under a mulberry tree and started sipping the

hot drink.
All of a sudden a silk cocoon fell from the tree into the tea-cup' The hot

tea softened it and its silk thread got loose. The princess drew out the thread

and liked its softness. This was how silk was discovered. silk was used to

makewritingmaterialsatfirst.Soonitcametobeusedformakingc|oth.
chinese silk cloth was so popular in the west that the land-route from china

to Rome was called tne Sitt-Route. Before long, silk-worms stafted to be

reared in several other south-eastern countries

Afrin Mahimkar
Class - B A

TOP 10 AMAZING FACTS ON CHOCOLATE

1. chocolate contains antioxidants which may help prevent cancer and heaft

disease.
2'ChocolateisthefavoriteflavorintheUnitedStatesofAmerica.
3. The shelf life of bar of chocolate is approximately one year'

4'TnI}42,Cadbury,sinEng|andcreatedthewor|d,sfirstchoco|atebar'
5. The Swiss eat the most chocolate. The average person eats 19lbs a year'

6. 1700 people in Belgium work in the chocolate industry'

7. Almost half the world's chocolate is consumed in America'

B. Dark choco|ate contains a|| the good stuff Iike: - Vitamins B,K,A,E and a|so

folic acid.

9. People spend more than 7 billion dollars a year on chocolate'

10. Nestle introduced chocolate chips in 1939'

S.G Siddafth
Class - B C

TRY AGAIN

It is a lesson You should hear

Try again
If at first You don't succeed,

Then your courage should appear/

For if you will Persevere'
Try again

Once or twice, though You should

fall
Try again:
If you would at lost Prevail,
Try again:
If we strive: it is no disgrace

Though we do not win that case?

Try again.

If you find Your task is hard,

Time will bring You, Your reward,

All that other folks can do,

Why with Patience, maY not You?

Only keeP this rule in view,

Try again.

KRISHIKA
SUNIT KHATRI
Class - II F



Words You Wont Believe

The Oxford English Dictionary
is constantly updating, adding
new words to reflect the vibrant
changes in language and culture.
Of course, that also means that
as said culture spirals toward a
frightening and retarded oblivion,
the good people at Oxford have
to be there to chronicle it.Here
are some recent additions:

Muggle
n. a person who lacks a particular
skill or skills, or who is regarded
as inferior in some way.A person
who is not conversant with a
pafticular activity or skill.

Blamestorming
n, A method of collectively finding
one to blame for a mistake no
one is willing to confess to. Often
occurs in the form of a meeting
of colleagues at work, gathered
to decide who is to blame for a
screw up.

Threequel -n. The third film,
book, event, etc. in a series; a
second sequel.

Mini-me
n. A person closely resembling
a smaller or younger version of
another.

Screenager
n. A person in their teens or
twenties who has an aptitude for
computers and the Internet.

Cyberslacking
v. Spending one's employer,s
Internet and email facilities for
personal activities during working
hours.

They Added to the Dictionary

Lookism
n. Prejudice or discrimination on
the grounds of appearance.

Frankenfood
n.Derogatory a food that contains
genetically modified ingredients.

Bouncebackability
n. The ability to recover from
near-defeat in a competition; the
ability to recover from a setback.

Prebuftal
n. A rebuttal for an accusation
before it is made.

Ego-suding
v. Searching the Internet for
instances of one's own name or
links to one's own website.

Meatspace
n. The physical world, as opposed
to viftual.

Ring'tone
n. the sound made by a cell
phone to signal an incoming call

Sandwich generation
n: a generation of people who
are caring for their aging parents
while supporting their own
children

Supersize
Transitive verb: to increase
considerably the size, amount, or
extent of

Drama queen
n: a person given to often
excessively emotional
peformances or reactions

Soul patch
n: a small growth of beard under
a man's lower lip

Biodiesel
n: a fuel that is similar to diesel
fuel and is derived from usually
vegetable sources (as soybean
oil)

Polymory
n: the state or practice of having
more than one open romantic
relationship at a time

Infomania
n: The compulsive desire to
check or accumulate news and
information, typically via mobile
phone or computer.

Noob
n: A person who is inexperienced
in a particular sphere or activity,
especially computing or the use
of the Internet.

Unfriend
v: Remove (someone) from a list
of friends or contacts on a social
networking site.

Illiterati
n: People who are not well
educated or well informed about
a pafticular subject or sphere of
activity.

Chillax
v: Calm down and relax.

Droolworthy
adj: Extremely attractive or
desirable.
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GOOD
MORNING

Morning
Wraps me softly

In a blanket of grey
Touches my eyelids

With pale, cool fingers
Sings in my ears

A twittering sparrow
Tugs at my arms

Lifts me gently
From my bed

Saying
Another day is here

Good Morning...

Charu lekha
Class - II F

MOVING

Why is it, when people move to a
new place. That ancient dilemma,
one more time they have to face?
SimpliflT and give away with much
grace or in their new home find
more room, more space.
In our life, we go to a new
emotional stage, we carry our old
sadness, guilt and rage simplifies,
throws away garbage, the sage. But
others willjust carry till old age.

Rahambullah lrtathani
Class - 7 C

LIFE IN THE FORGES

'clink', the metallic sound echoed in the forge. who has not heard the
monotonous clonks of metals? Being a forger's hammer I have to lead a life
of hardship. If you aren't tough like the iron inside me and can't adapt to
uncomfortable temperatures you won,t enjoy my life at all.

My master Leo is a goldsmith as well as blacksmith. Everyday Leo uses
me for hammering various metals. The frequent visitors to the forges are
the gold bars. I highly dislike them. They think too much of themselves.They
always boast - "I am a golden bar; I am worthy of king's court, I get treated
with great care, I pity all the other metallic bars." To this the slur bars raise
their voice in protest and thus stafts a never ending argument about who is
better. They both forget that it is I who should get the honors and credits as
I am responsible for making those beautiful carvings on them and make them
worthy. But neither of them reply a word of gratitude. To take my range z
always try to dent them as horribly as possible.

The gemstones used in the jewellery always show off their bright colours
and glittery crystalline surfaces. This always gets me on my nerves and I wish
I was as pretty as them. My Kinsmen, the iron bars are relatively good. They
usually say- "Poor you, you always get beaten up to pulp trying to shape us.
"I always try to remind them that both of us are made of iron and are equally
strong. The iron bars get shaped into beautiful swords, knives, forks and
spoons. But personally I feel lucky I am not a spoon or fork. I shudder at the
thought of entering into a human's mouth.

The best part of being a hammer is that you can see the dancing flames
making shadows on the walls. They are like moving paintings. The rhythmic
clinking sound of metal matches and beats with the same harmony as that of
my heaft. The thought of lying in my master, Leo's tool belt makes me feel at
home and at ease also safe and comfofted. Leaders can shape countries, but
I can shape metals. I always feel proud for who I am and what I do.

K.G. Medha Nag
Class B A
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WHERE PEACEFUL
WATER FLOWS

The clouds break forth tht:
stream of light
To dance upon the earth,
And cradled in the sands of time,
Comes a newborn babY's birth'

A gentle breeze blows through
the night,
It whispers through the grass

And ripples on the water form
As rain glistens on the gletss'

And you listen to the sound,
The Lords presence all around
He summons us to go
Where peaceful water flo'ws.

A rainbow arcs across thel skY,

A promise is disPlaYed
The graceful flight of a butterflY,
It takes my breath away.

The autumn leaves in their
splendor
Fall gracefully to the earth,
And stars proclaim their :;ongs at
night,
What is their beautY worth?

And you listen to the sound,
The Lord's presence all around
He summons us to go

Where peaceful water flows'

Meeran
Kabbhir
Class - B C

EDUCATION DEFICIT IN INDIA

Lack of education among Indian population is a major cause of many social

problems like population explosion, computation, social gratification, healtl"r

problems etc. in 2011, the gap between primary education seats and

requirement of primary education (to achieve 100o/o school enrolment) wa:;

60 million. Using the CBSE norms, the gap requires additional 7'75 million

teachers 900 million square feet of additional building space, about $ 250

billion in additional capital expenditure by 202L The situation is bleaker when

it comes to higher education. At about 12olo (about 17 million enrolment)

India currently has amongst the lowest Gross Enrolment (Ger) ratios in

the world. In a knowledge and specific skills drawn world, India should be

aspiring to come closer to 40o/o, but even if it were to first target a GER

of 30o/o by 2027, an additional 36 million seats would have to be created'

Putting it in another way, India will have to add more than 200o/o'

Samarth Srivastava
Class * B A

GOOD THOUGHTS

The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.

Deeds and seeds, take tireir own time to fructify. Infinite striving to be

the best is man's duty: it has its own reward. It is the quality of our work

which will please God anc not the qr-rantity. A man becomes great exactly

in the degree in which he works for the welfare of his fellow- men. The

main purpose of life is to live highly, think rightly, act rightly'

Sacrifice that causes pain is no sacrifice at all. True sacrifice is joy- gtving

and up lifting. A good miln is a friencl of all living things" A life of sacrifice

is the pinnacle of art and is full of true joy'

Aniket V. Patole
Class - B A
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MY MOST
MEMORABLE
DIWALI VACATION

It was during Diwali, in the
month of November. All the
markets in India were looking
colourful, noisy and exciting
as the season of Diwali had
approached. There are many
festivals celebrated in India but
Diwali and Holi turn out to be
the most colourful and excited
ones,

I too was shopping with
my parents and friends, As we
were crossing the road, a car

00@@#
stopped in front of us. When
the man stepped out of the
car/ we recognized him as our
father's college mate. He too
was shopping with his people.
My other friends and I bought
lots of crackers with our pocket
money. The shopkeeper's wished
us "Happy and Safe Diwali" in
Hindi, We too greeted them. Our
father and his friends bought
lanterns and lightings while our
mother and her friends bought
'rangolis'and necessary item for
'Laxmi Puja". The Market was
busy and crowded.

As it was Diwali many shops
had put discounts, We all were

the shopkeepers whether he had
crackers for him and his family.
He nodded signifying he had and
we too were satisfied. At lunch
time we all had a get- together
in a hotel having fun and good
time together. This was one
of my most memorable and
enjoyable diwali vacation.

Priyanjali
Class VII A

AAVVw/w
very excited. We asked one of

ROBOTICS

what are robots? Robots are computer-controlled machines programmeo
and designed to sense and react to aspects of their environment. They are
frequently used where working conditions are unsuitable for humans. As
n'ell as working at a constant rate, robots can handle dangerous substances
ltithout fear of contamination, and can be built to function in extreme
ervironments, such as outer space or deep under water. The design of the
most common factory robot is based on the human arm, with swivels (a
coupling between two parts enabling one to revolve without turninq the
other) replacing joints, and grippers fitted with sensors as hands,

Robotics is the branch of technology that deals with the design,
construction, operation, development and application of robots and computer
systems for their control, sensory feedback and information processing.
Many of today's robots are inspired by nature contributing to the field of
bro-inspired robotics. Today robotics is a rapidly growing field from the
20th century as technological advances continue, research, design, ano
building new robots serve various practical purposes, whether domestically,
commercially or military. Many robots do jobs that are hazardous to people
such as defusing bombs, exploring shipwrecks, and mines.

Nikhil Nihalani
Class - B A



THE 10 LARGEST
COUNTRIES IN EUROPE

In Europe: total area L7,099,242sqkm
(6,601,669 sq miles)

Chaitaniya Shrivastav
Class - VII

MY SCHOOL....
MY SPACE

1. School is a dailY routine for us.

In the morning, we're sure to make a fuss

Even when the sun is still not uP'

Here we are, awake at 6.am sharP'

2. We feel that school is such above

We feel that school is such a chore

Parents say, "School is great! Now. Gol"

We say, "Well, what do You know?"

3. Late a minute and we have to run

Eyes half open, shoe-lace undone

We reach school and see our friends

Immediately, the torture ends.

4. We have a chat and go with the flow

Then the bell rings, it's time to go

We may at times find school stressful

To have some fun, we bend some rules'

5. Stay back and detention we secure

No doubt, it's sometimes what we deserve

Sometimes theY are as cold as ice

Other times, they are actually really nice.

6. Over the years of education

Never have I had so much learning

With action such as camps, experiments,

concefts and activities.
We've learnt so much and even

saved the trees.

7. Some may see school as

a torture chamber
Others cannot wait for their
holidays in December
But it depends on how you pick up pace.

Honestly, PositivelY I think mY

school is my own sPace!!'

Simran Rakesh
Class 9 B

The 10 Largest countries in Asia

Vansh Bhagat
Class B C

COUNTRY s.Q KM AREA SQ.MTLES

1. Russia 3,960,000 1,528,965

2. Ukraine 603,500 253,013

3. France 551,500 2L2,935

4, Spain 505,992 195,365

5. Sweden 450,295 173,860

6, Germany 357,022 r37,849

7. Finland 338,145 130,559

B. Norway 323,802 L25,02r

9. Poland 312,685 r20,728

10. Italy 301,318 1 16,340

Country sQ.KM SO. MILES

1. China 9,596,961 3,705,407

2. India 3.287,263 r,269,2L9

3. Kazakhstan 2,724,900 1,052,090

4. SaudiArabia 2,149,690 830,000

5. Indonesia L,904,569 735,358

6. Iran 1,648,195 636,372

7. Monqolia 1.564.100 603,902

B. Pakistan 796.095 307,374

9. Turkev 783,562 302,535

10. Mvanmar 676,578 26r,228



CRICKET IS FUN

She bowled balls to
the batsman's face.
With spin fast or medium pace

But bravely does the batsman face
Because he has a

hdmet on his face
He hits the ball and

the fielders race

And throw it back
at the wicket keeper's face
For the next ball the
bowler goes to his place

"One minute" says the batsman,

"let me tie my lace!"

Akshay Rane
Class 7 C

BELIEVE IT OR NOT!

1. Our moon is extremely dry it is for instance one million times drier than

the gobi Deseft.
2. If we are to believe scientists there are approximately 50, 000,000

galaxies in the universel
3. Kangaroo lack the ability to walk backwards.
4. Only humans have the ability to sleep on their backs.

5. 80 o/o of our brain is water!

6. Surprisingly, a small mosquito has 47 teeth!
7. Our Sun may be gigantic but it still loses 360 million tonnes of material

each day,

B. Snails are definitely among the sleepiest animals as they go on to sleep

for 3 years.

9. The longest place name, that is believe it or not, still in use, is Taumataw

hakata ng i ha ngakoava uotamateatu ri pu kaka pika mawgaheronu kupoka iwhe

nuakitamatahu! This is the name of a hill in New Zealand'

10. Up to now, scientists have identified more than 500 species of dinosaurs.

The smallest dinosaurs had the size of a chicken.

11, The world's biggest Earthquake occurred in Chile back in 1960' This

eafthquake had a magnitude of 9.5 and killed 1650(or more) people.

12. The world's longest rain streak happened in Hawai in Kaneohe Raunch,

Dahu, where there was rain for 247 days from August 27, L993 to April

30 1994.

13. The world's largest tree on earth is General Sherman, in Tulare country

California. This gigantic sequoia is B3,B meters (275 ft) tall, has a

diameter of 7.7 meters (25 ft) and an estimated age of more than 2500

years.
14. Brain cells are the longest living cells in our body, they can last for a

entire lifetime.
15, One of the most accidental discovery happened after a researcher

walked by a radar tube and a chocolate bar melted in his pocket'

16. The highest temperature produces in a laboratory was 920,000,000

F9(511,000,0000c) at Tokamak Fusian Test Reactor in Princeton, NJ, Usa'

17. Robert Persting Wadlow was the tallest man in the world with an

incredible height of 8'11 (272 cm).

18. There are 62,000 miles of blood vessels in the human body- laid end to
end they would circle the earth 2.5 times!

19. 60-65 million years ago dolphins and humans shared a common

ancestor.
20, The highest speed ever achieved on a bicycle is 166.94 km/h was Fred

Rompelberg.

Mranalini Palsaniya
Class - B A



TREES

Oh, dear Trees you are
Our real Friends

Oh, dear, Trees you are
Our true comrades
As thou give us food and wood
And with thy help we gain livelihood
Oh dear trees you are,
Just like Mum and dad to us,

By making the air pure,

You give new life to us

Oh dear Trees you are
The expert doctors to us
By preventing air pollution
You give healthy life to us.

Oh, dear Trees you are
The creator and protector to us
By giving rain you are
Bringing joy, and life to us

So, Oh Dear trees we are
Always obliged to thee,
By trying to plant more and more
We will become debt free.

Pranav Patil
Class 7 C

soME GREAT QUOTES
"Live as if you were to die tomorrow.
Learn as if you were to live forever"
- Mahatma Gandhi

"You cannot change your future,
But, you can change your habits,
And surely your habits will change your future"
-Abdul Kalam

"I learned that courage was not the absence of fear,

But the triumph over it.
The brave man is not he who doesn't feel afraid,
But, he who conquers that fear."
-Nelson Mandela

"To love is risk not being loved in return,
To hope is to risk pain, To try is to risk failure,
But risk must be taken because the greatest hazard in

Life is to risk nothing."
-Narayan Murty

"Don't compare yourself with anyone in this world...
if you do so, you are insulting yourself".
-BillGates

"Generosity is giving more than you can,
And pride is taking less than you need".
-KhalilGibran

"Some are born great
Others achieve greatness."
-William Shakespeare

"Better a witty fool, than a foolish wit"
-William Shakespeare

" Oppoftunity is missed by most people because
it is dressed in overalls & looks like work".
-Thomas A. Edison

Neehar O. Phatak
Class - B C



THE NATION OF
EXAMINATION

OhhlMt's back- The examination!l

Must studY with concentration

English with its Punctuation
Maths with its Calculations

Geometry with its construction

Civics with its civilization and NA nation

Geography with its location and population

Physics with its variation

Botony with its classification

Chemistry with its action and reaction

Computer with its aPPlication

Uph!l!!l All boring!l
Can't even do meditation

There's no time nor relaxation

Result is a Promotion
To another class of confusion'

Parag Singh
Class - 7 A

NIGHT -
NIGHT MOON

Night-Night Moon

Night-Night Starts

Night- Night noisY

Trucks and cars

Night-Night sand box

Night-Night toYs

Night-Night other
Girls and boYs

Night-night mom

Night-night dad

Night- night Boogie man

Who's not bad

It's time to go to sleeP now

Most all mY night nights said

Night-night blanket
Night-night bed.

1...10 LETTERS

1. The Most Damaging ONE

LETTER Word...I...AVOID lT
2. The Most SatisfYing TWO Letter

word...WE...USE IT
3. The Most Poisonous THREE

LETTER WOTd... EGO...KILL IT
4. The Most Used FOUR LETTER

Word...LOVE...VALUE IT
5. The Most Pleasing FIVE LETTER

Word...SMILE...KEEP IT
6. The Fastest SPreading

SIX LETTER Word...

RUMOUR...IGNORE IT
7. The Most Enviable SEVEN

LETTER WOTd...SUCCESS...

ACHIEVE IT
B. The Most Nefarious

EIGHT LETTER Word.'.

JEALOUSY...DISTANCE IT
9. The Most Powerful

NINE LETTER Word...

KNOWLEDGE..,ACQUTRE rr
10. The Most EssentialTEN LETTER

Word...CON FIDENCE...TRUST
IT

Nikhil Bhutani
Class - 7 A

Mishaal
Sirohiya
Class - 7 C
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